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Princeton, Cardwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 14, 1948

Grant For
vital Assured
Rift's Ruling

New Football Queen

well War Memor:11 Get $17,897.35,
,ons Says; To
kis Soon
County War Memor. tat will get $17,897.35
state fund of $1,000,000
. to help communities
oderal funds available
.irofit city, county or
.,..spitals, Thos. J. Sim,:rrnan of the local proWednesday morning.
Court of Appeals at
ruled Tuesday the
:adding Commission has
ht to make the grant,
6ag a test suit filed by
• county taxpayer.
plans for the local
nue been approved by
te Hoard of Health, Mr.
said, and bids for conof the new hospital on
e road, just beyond
limit, will be sought as
federal approval comes,
' to be within two
.ittle, if any, actual
-a is expected to be
. fall and winter, ma2n be obtained and
:-, the ground, in order
Spring comes, build- e pushed, Sam C. Mol-.:ect for the hospital,
. Leader recently.
A's decision did not
oe question of whether
.: could go to hospitals
by fraternal and reorganizations, since the
t does not cover them.
aid can be given to such
. if they are non-

Ruth Adams
::
.
.th
Adams, Cobb community, has begun her reign
as Queen of Football at Butler High School for the 194849 season. Miss Adams, a senior
at
Butler High, was
crowned at
the FranklinSimpson-Butler game
few
weeks ago.

V<

City Plans To
Buy Fire Truck
To Send Representatives
To Inspect Equipment
At St. Louis

Councilman Fred Jake and
Harold McConnell, the city's superintendent of works, will accompany a representative of the
Rowland Motor Co. to St. Louis
next week to inspect fire fighting equipment, incident to future purchase of a new fire
truck. The trip was approved at
Monday night's meeting of the
City Council.
It was reported the motor
block of the present fire truck
is cracked and that when a
recent fire alarm was sounded,
approved by the Apthe truck could not be started.
Court was the setting
The Council heard reports
$30,000.a-year Division
concerning asphalt sealing of
Hospitals and ReWashington street and the ap'el-vices in the State
plication of similar coats of surDepartment. This unit
facing to other streets was en
iuired by the federal
dorsed.
id law. The division
. Last week's revenue from
red to receive hesplparking meters was reported
U from the federal govat $134.
and act as a liasion
between the State and
'overnments on the hos- Engineer From National
program.
BSA Inspects Scout Camp
'cision upheld Franklin
Lee Cardin and Gene Young,
udge W. B. Ardrey.
'representing Elks Lodge, accompanied John I. Dean, scout
executive, and W. D. Armstrong,
member of the Scout Council
Camping Committee, on an inspection of the Boy Scout camp
at the mouth of Turkey Creek,
es Broken Ankle
on Kentucky Lake, yesterday,
At the camp they met Stanley
She Crosses
Hawkins, engineer from the NaBehind School Bus honal Council, Boy Scouts of
Creasey. seven-year-old America, New York, who is
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. giving the committee some adPrinceton, received
a vice on the development of the
nkle Monday when she lake camp site.
ck by an automobile
Princeton-Marion high e started across the Emmett Davis Dies
toward her home, af- Of Gunshot Wound
ing from a school bus.
Emmett Davis, 56, farmer of
had pulled out, and the Cobb community, died Fried from behind it.
day afternoon about 4 o'clock
ild, according to the of a self-inflicted gunshot wound
county sheriff's office, at his home. He was the husin front of a taxicatt band of Mrs. Pearl Davis. Inin the opposite direc- terment was in Millwood Cemee schoOl bus. The cab tery, with graveside services
en by Garfield Oldham. conducted by a friend.
being taken to the
i Hospital, and tretaed U. K. Homecoming
1. IC. Amos, where her Set For Nov. 13
Lexington, — AP — The Uniplaced in a cast, the
taken to her home. versity of Kentucky's arvival
a pupil at Fredonia homecoming celebration will be
held during the week-end of
barges were placed Nov. 13, the date of the KenOldham, driver for tucky-Florida football game, it
taxi line.
was announced tonight.
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By Auto
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Cleveland Wins Series
Four Games To Two
I BY

Race Driver Dias

ASSOCIATILD P551111)

Boston — The Cleveland
Indians, champions of the
American League in a playoff finish, added the 1948
World Series title to their
achievements by beating the
Boston Braves 4-3 Monday
afternoon.
The victory gave the Indians the series by four
genies to two, the National
League kings salvaging
only the opening contest last
week and the ragged 11-5
Sunday duel.
The world's baseball
championship was the first
for Cleveland in 28 years.
The Indians last won the
World Series in 1920, defeating the
Brooklyn
Dodgers.

Butte r' s Bengals, although
still the only undefeated team
in the Western Kentucky Conference, ran into their second
tie of the grid season Friday
night when they met unexpected
strong opposition at Cadiz with
an underrated
Trigg county
eleven. The score was 6-6.
The tie score, second of the
season (the other in the season's
opening game with Morganfield,
0-0), might have been a different story, if only the game had
run two minutes more. With
only a few feet to the goal line
remaining for Butler, the final
whistle
b le w, ending
the
contest.
With less than five minutes to
Turkey Creek Scout
play, Ken Barrett, Junior halfCamp To Be Improved
back who had been doing much
offensive work for the Tigers
By B. P.O. E.
all night, was cavried off the
Sponsorship of a Senior Scout
field with a sprained ankle. Barrett injured this ankle a few unit for Princeton, improvedays earlier at practice. Last ments in Turkey Creek Boy
year he suffered a broken neck Scout Camp, and a complete
on the field. It is still uncertain
modern
baby
incubator are
when Barrett will be able to
return to the ranks, or whether among new projects of the Elk's
he will make tomorrow night's Lodge, Gordon Glenn, exalted
ruler, said this week.
game with Hopkinsville.
The move to form the Senior
Trigg's Wildcats received
opening kickoff and carried 17 Scout group was urged two
yards for a first down. On the weeks ago by John I. Dean, exenext run, another firstdown was cutive for the Western Kentucgained, but on the second at- ky Area Council, Boy Scouts of
tempt the ball went over to the America, in an address to
Tigers. In less than five minu- the club,
The Senior Scout Troop will
tes playing time, Ken Barrett
went over for the Tigers' touch- serve ycung men 15 to 19, who
have been graduated from regudown.
At. this point it looked as if lar troops, and other interested
an easy Butler victory was in young men who have neVer bethe making. The Trigg boys held longed to any Scout unit, Mr.
Butler to the single touchdown, Glenn
The E
sa
lkid
and went over from the two's. Club will furnish a
yard line in the second canto, meeting place for the group, M
addition to leadership and fito even the score.
The second half found botrs naneial assistenee, aft. Gfinut
teams strong on defense, with added:
Improvements at the 91-acre
each gaining about the same
Boy Scout camp, at the mouth
number of first downs.
It was in this period that Bar- of Turkey Creek on Kentucky
rett received a kick from the Lake, will also be made by the
Wildcats and made a spectacu- Elk's Club, Mr. Glenn said. The
lar dash of 80 yards for a sec- work will include building of
ond touchdown, only to have it toilet facilities, addition of a
called back, with a 15-yard pen- pump, and other improvements.
An engineer from the New
alty against the Tigers, for
York Boy Scout office will be
clipping.
Tomorrow night the Tigers at the camp Wednesday to surare hosts to the Hopkinsville vey its needs and make recomTigers and although Hoptown mendations t o r improvement.
lost its fourth game in' a row The camp now has excellent
this season to Owensboro last fishing facilities and a boat
Friday by a margin of 14-12, dock, Mr. Glenn said.
The club, at Thursday's meetthe Tigers of the big town still
maintain a strong squad, and ing, also voted to equip Princeshould prove a tough foe for ton Hospital with a modern
baby incubator. It will be movButler on the home field.
ed to the Caldwell County Memorial Hospital, upon completion of the latter project. Last
year, the group furnished the
hospital with an oxygen tent.
!

Meeting To Plan
March Of Dimes

State Champion Of Ky.
Polio Chapter To Address
Group From 7 Counties
County chairmen from Caldwell, Crittenden, Hopkins, Livingston, Loyn and Trigg counties will be present Friady
night at 6:30 o'clock for an area
meeting of the Kentucky Chapter of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred, Caldwell
chairman, said. Miss Clydia
Ruth Young, 6, last year's county poster child, also will be

present.

M. P Brown To
Head Farm Bureau;
Jo Lester, Queen

Number 16

Political Guns
Boom In State

200 Members Hear /
J. E. Stanford At Annual
Chapman Comes To Gibraltar District In Senate
Meeting; Dinner Served
Campaign; Speaks At Kuttawa, Eddyville
By Homemakers
And Princeton Thursday; Clauscine Baker Named
Betty Jo Lester, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lester, Democratic Campaign Chairman
Eddy Creek ccmmunity, was selected Farm Bureau queen Friday night to represent Caldwell
County at the District Farm Bureau contest to be held in Madisonville Tuesday, Oct. 19.
Miss Lester was chosen from
several other candidates by approximately 200 Farm Bureau
members at their annual meeting held in Eastside school Friday night.
M. P. Brown, Jr., also of Eddy
Creek community, was elected
president to
succeed Edwin
Lamb. Other officers elected
were Raymond Phelps, Crider,
vice-president, and Porter M.
Sell, Princeton Route 6, Secretary-Treasurer.
Sixteen directors were chosen:
Representing Cobb, W. G. Shoulders; Friendship, Merle Keller;
White School, Z. D. Orange;
Hall, Roy Howton; Creswell,
Paul Vinson; Fredonia, Reginald
Phelps and Minos Cox; Crider,
Billy Jones; F
- armersville, Marvin Sigler; Hollingsworth, Edwin Lamb; Eddy Creek, Vernon
Burchett; Rock Spring, Pepper
Jones; Hopson, Hoy Sisk; Otter
Pond, George Martin, Jr.; White
Sulphur, John T. George, and
Dulaney, H. J. Watson.
Mrs. Homer
Mitchell was
elected Chairman of Associated
Women.
Among the speakers were R.
A. Mabry, county agent, and
John Graham, foi mer county
agent, who introduced the main
speaker, J. E. Stanford, executive secretary of the ! State or-

Big political guns boomed
throughout
Kentucky this week
How About
and the Bluegrass State was in
Your Leader?'
the spotlight across the Nation
Please check the label on
as the fight for the pivotal seat
your paper today, and if it
reads
"Oct48", we will
in the U. S. Senate waxed to its
greatly appreciate a prompt
highest peak yet.
renewal.
The Republicans, in a effort
Leader subscriptions exto offset mounting enthusiasm
piring in September and
Ted Horn (above), three times
arnc ng Democrats apparently
which were not renewed,
national auto racing champion,
have been taken off the
engendered
by the visit to the
was killed (Oct. 10) during a race
Mailing
list to conform
State of President Truman last
m the Du Quoin, Ill., fair ground
with postal reglations.
crack. A wheel spindle on the
week, rushed Nominee Dewey
1—
racer Horn was driving broke
into Kentucky Tuesday for four
during the second lap of a 100speeches and State Democratic
mile AAA race. (AP Wirephoto)
headquarters sent Congressman
Virgil Chapman;foremost among
Pollard And Blackburn
present day orators and candidate for the Senate against inNamed Delegates To KEA
cumbent John Sherman Cooper,
C. T. Pollard, superintendent
Professional Workers
into the Gibraltar district.
of Princeton schools, was namInterviewing Business;
Governor Dewey, speaking at
ed a delegate to the Kentucky
Professional Leaders
Frankfort and Louisville TuesEducation Association by the
A school survey, to determine day, seemed ready to concede
First District Educatitin Assohow the systems of Princeton Kentucky to his opponent, Presiciation meeting held over the
and Caldwell county can be im- dent Truman, but pleaded for
proved, is under way here this votes for Senator Cooper, sayweekend at Murray State Colweek, being conducted by Dr. ing "We (the Republicans) need
lege. E. F. Blackburn, county atChas. R. Spain, Dr. Ralph Cher- him in the Senate".
teadance officer, was elected
Congressman Chapman was
ry, Dr. Irwin Sanders, Dr. Leoan-- alternate delegate. Schools
nard Meece, Dr. Frank Dicke, scheduled to speak at Kuttawa
afternoon
at 1:30
in Princeton
Mrs. Mary K. Duncan, Miss Pau- Thursday
and
Caldwell
line
Hillard, Miss Helen Bridge- o'clock, at Eddyville at 4 o'clock.
county were dismissed Friday,
man, Chester Travelstead, Hen- and in the circuit courtroom of
an practically all teachers atry Tucker, Ardon Doran and the Caldwell county courthouse
tended the meeting, Miss Atha
Robert Hills, representing the at 7:30 o'clock that night. Be
Stallins, secretary to the county
Robert Hills, representing the will be introduced at Princeton
school superintendent, said.
by County Attorney Clausciree
University of Kentucky.
Home Economics classes at Baker, appointed Tuesday to bo
Butler High School entertained Democratic campaign chairman.
this group and members of a The Princeton rally is expected
ganization.
local committee which is aid:ng to draw delegations from nearMr. Stanford described the the survey at dinner at the by towns.
Senator Cooper is in the
many activities of the Farm Bu- school building Tuesday night
reau, and said 54,000 farm fami- and several members of the sur- Second district this week, ridBait Casting And Trap
in the State were now mem- vey party were guests at Wed- ing the Dewey train down to
S..00ting Prizes Taken - lies
bers of the organization. The nesday's meeting of the Kiwan- Irvington, Owensboro and Henderson Tuesday and continuing
By Pair At Picnic
goal, by the meeting of the is Club.
George Robert Stevens, son State Convention, to be held
Business and professional men in western Kentucky through
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stevens, next month, is 60,000 Kentucky and women of Princeton were Saturday.
The coming of Congressman
won the bait casting contest for families, Mr. Stanford said.
being interviewed and asked
Dinner was served by the to fill questionnaires, in con- Chapman to Caldwell county
the Junior Conservation Club,
sponsored
by the
Caldwell County Homemakers.
nection with the school survey. and the appointment of County
Attorney Baker as campaign
County Game and Fish Protocchairman is expected to touch
tive Association at its annual
off activity among Democrats
picnic Thursday afternoon. Eci
looking toward getting out the
Glass won second and John
party's voting strength NovemBrown captured third prize.
ber 2, leaders of the party said.
Senior members of the club
They expressed the belief that
participated in a trap shooting
Approximately 67,500 meals served every day. Mrs. Virgil the county "is safe for Truman
contest and awarded
Ralph
blue ribbon. will have been served to stu- Nuchols is dietician at Eastside. and Barkley but close as beRandolph
t he
At least once a month a rep- tween Chapman and Cooper, at
Placing second
thit d dents at Eastside Graded School
and
resentative of the Health De- this stage of the race.
were William Stout and 011ie by
the end of the current school
There is some support hero
partment inspects the Eastside
Mitchell.
•
year,
at the rate of 375 meals facilities. The State Health De- for Qov. J. Strom Thurmond,
Dave Sigler, Paducah, newly
elected Commissioner of Game every day, Russell Goodaker, partment comes down once a presidential nominee for the
year to look over menus and States Rights Democrats, accordand Fish for the First District, principal, said.
Although the lunch room op- peer into the books, to see how ing to reports, and buttons favwas guest of the club. Approximately 60 members, of both erates on a non-profit basis, its far the school has gone into the oring the Dixiecrats' candidate
most school cafe- were passed out on the streets
Junior and Senior groups, at- rate of 15 cents a meal is below red, as
here Monday.
the average being charged by teria do.
tended the outing.
There is no known support
other schools throughout the
The lunchroom operates in
State. This average is 20 cents, three shifts, Mr. Goodaker said, for Henry Wallace and no activHealth Nurse Giving
many schools charging even serving 160 students at each ity in his behalf has been noted.
Home Agent's Father
Inoculations In Schools
more.
Dies At Livermore
Fhift. Thirty free meals are
Miss Wilma Vandiver was
Mrs. .Joyce Ramage, county
Nine cents a meal comes from served, although the government Predicts 100,000 Margin
Tuesday
on
called to Livermore
health nurse, is giving inocula- government funds, making the makes no allowance for these. For Party In State
account of the death of her fa- tions this
week
in county total cost a meal at Eastside 24 The school receives nine cents
Louisville — Kentucky Demother, Owen Vandiver. Funeral schools for prevention of ty- cents.
for the free meals, as they do cratic Campaign Chairman Edservices were held at Livermore phciid, diptheria, whooping
Despite the low charge, East- for the others, and allows the ward F. Seiller predicted Tuesat 2 o'clock Wednesday after- cough and colds. This work is side serves a Grade A meal of general fund to pay for the re- day the Democrats will carry
noon. R. A. Mabry also attend- done two or three times during foods carefully selected by a mainder.
the State by a majority of 100.ed the services.
each school year, the County trained dietician, who prepares
Recently an automatic dish- 000 votes in the November
Health office reports.
the menu and supervises the washer was installed at East- election.
Seiller said he based his premeal preparation.
side which not only washes the
Tobacco Quota Hearing
Care is taken to select foods dishes, sterilizes and dries them, diction on present trends, to
Kiwanians
Hear
Talk
At Hopkinsville Today
which will be most beneficial to but does nearly everything but gether with a study of perLexington — AP — The Pro- On Army Air Force
body nurishment and milk is clear the table for the next shift. manent and new voter registraduction and Marketing AdminBob Leich, Evansville, Ind.,
tion. A tally of 95 counties
istration said Tuesday a public was guest speaker at Wednes- Two Princeton Girls
shows nearly twice as many
J. B. Lester Discusses
hearing to obtain recommenda- day's meeting of the Kiwanis .titt Texas College
Democrats as Republicans have
tions on proclaiming marketing Club, imaer auspices of the bus- J Denton, Texas.— Misses Cyn- Tax Points Before Rotary
registered as new voters since
J. B. Lester, president of
quotas for Fire-Cured and Dark iness standards committee. A thia Anne Cunningham and
the August Primary election.
Farmer's National Bank, a n d
Air-Cured tobacco will be held 'lieutenant commander in the
Seiner predicted also that
Dorothy Gusta Deen are among president
of
Kiwanis
Leich
Hopkinsville.
disForce,
Mr.
Army
Air
Club, there would be a total of 900,Thursday at
the
338
out-of-state
students
en
spoke
to
the
Rotary Club Tues- 000 votes cast in the November
The agency said it seeks spe- cussed the nation's present air
cifically to find out if quotas force, urging it be strongly im- roled at Texas State College for day night on points of tax as- general election. He said this
should be proclaimed and if so plemented to meet conditions Women for the fall term. Thir- sessments and equalization. He forecast is based on the intense
ty-one states besides Texas are explained the effect on a com- interest being
the amounts needed for these of the day.
shown generally
represented in the 2015 registra- munity by such tax provisions. in the campaign issues
types of tobacco.
and on
tion figure as well as seven for- Plans were discussed for Ro- the huge crowds
producers, Sgt.
said
The PMA
which turned
Weaver McAlister
eign countries.
tary's third annual
dealers
warehousemen land
Minstrel out to see and hear President
Show, to be given in the early Truman on his
could take part in the hearing With Army In Japan
recent trip into
First Sergeant Weaver McAlpart of December, Dr. Noah T. Kentucky.
or present oral or written data.
In the 1944 general
Officials
Of
Conservation
High
graduate
of
Cobb
ister,
Cole, secretary, said.
T' hearing is set for 10 a.m.
election
867,921
Kentuckians
in the Christian county Agricul- School, is now serving in Kobe, Assn. Discuss Corn Loans
cast ballots.
The
corn
loan
this
and
announced
Japan,
it
was
purchase
S urlin Murray On Way
tural Conservation Association
week by Eighth Army Head- program was explained to Cald
ome From Pacific
offices.
quarters. Joining the Army in well county farmers and other
Recruit Spurlin Murray, 516 Tom Simmons To Address
March, 1939, at Fort Knot, Sgt. interested citizens Wednesday Cave Street, is homeward bound Jaycees On
Hospital Plops
Marketing
Cards
Tobacco
McAlister went to Japan early by officials of the Kentucky on leave, it was announced this
Tom Simmons, chairman of
last year, and was transferred to Agricultural Conservation Asso- week by headquarters of the the Caldwell County
Ready In AAA Office
Memorial
Quartermaster Depot in ciation in the. Circuit Court Marianas Bonins Command.
Marketing cards for the sel- the
Af- Hospital campaign, will address
room
of
Kobe.
the
court
house.
crop
Rates
ling of the 1948 tobacco
ter a visit and rest at his home the Princeton Junior Chamber
of payment were discussed, and here. He will be reassigned, the of Commerce
are now ready and on file in
at the group's
conditions under which pay- release said. Rect. Murray has regular
the AAA office. Farmers may Sevisons In Iowa
meeting Thursday
Henry Sevison, president of ment would be paid were ex- chosen the regular Air Force, night, Oct. 21.
call for them at any time beHe will discuss
tween now and the sale of the the First National Bank, and Mrs. plained. Mrs. Lillian Pruett, for his career.
the hospital fund campaign and
individual crops, M r a. Lillian Sevison were in Iowa the last secretary and chief clerk of the
its progress to date, and reasons
Pruett, chief clerk in the AAA week, visiting her mother and AAA, said a letter will be mail- \Mrs. Gus Kortrecht, Louis- for delays in getting
constru.:Sevison
is
Mr.
relatives.
ed
to
the
other
farmer
on
the corn ville, spent last week-end at lion under
office, said today. The office is
way, Bill Presder,
duties
program as soon as all particu- the home of Mr. and Mrs.
now open five days a week, be- expected to resume his
Dique recretary of the organization,
at the bank Saturday. lars are recek,ed.
ing closed on Saturdays.
Eldred, W Main street.
said this week.

Elks To Sponsor
Senior Scouts

Neil Dalton, State chairman,
will be the main speaker. He
will give a full report of activities of the last year, in addition
to plans and needs of the 1949
campaign.
Attending the meeting from
School and Clinton College. At Caldwell county will be Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong, Jim Catlett,
23,he was licensed to preach.
After teaching in a one-room' Mrs. Billy Gresham, Mrs. Floyd
school house or two, he went Young, Sam Stegar, Edward
to the Baptist Seminary, in Blackburn, Mrs. John Ed Young,
Louisville. When he returned to Mrs. Virginiia Morgan and Dr.
Trigg count y, he married K. L. Barnes.
Blanche Cunningham, and began preaching. That was in 1888. Chief Roy Rosser Warns
1945.
Mrs. Cunningham died in
Mr. Against Burning Leaves
For 48 years, the Rev.
it
Chief Roy Rosser of the
Cunningham made the ci
Department
horseback, sometimes riding 20 Princeton Police
attention today to the
and 25 miles through snow and called
He city ordinance concerning burn
ice to • deliver a sermon.
preached in bartls, "every school ing leaves in the city streets,
wauld he
house in three counties, Lyon, and said the ordinance
Caldwell and Trigg", tents, and strictly enforced.
under the open sky. He has no
has ,In Hopkinsville Hospital
idea how many persona he
baptized, but recalls dozens of \ Mrs. Ruby Young, S. SeminMrs. Boyce Wiltimes during his career that at ary street, and
Route 3, are at Jennie
least 50 penitents were im- liamson,
Hopkinaville,
mersed at a single ceremonial. Stuart Hospital,
this \'week for treathlent.
(Please turn to Page Six)

Preached 60 Years

Alben Barkley was
ttle tyke when he at
sot row in a one-room
'use in Trigg county.
been in school but a
two and his teacher,
brutes his 89th birth, r 26, was getting reeve the teaching profesenter the ministry.
as more than 80 years
month, on his birthRev John T. CunningPreach another sermon
few miles from Oak
rch, which he has
served as pastor for
In this part of the
8d the Nation for that
is is a great record"
r. Cunningham was
'Trigg county, on the
rm, in 1859, before the
een the States. He at'* Cross Roads

Tigers Held To
6-6 Tie By Hard
Playing Trigg Hi
Barrett Loses Long
Touchdown Run, Then
Suffers Sprained
Ankle; Hoppers Next

Cunningham
Can VI . John T.

01

ON

77

Stevens,Randolph
Win Club Contests

Ia

School Survey
Under Way Here

Lunchroom Serves 375
Daily At 15c A Meal

t.
kw**, *P..11

• Two

Washington
Letter

Blind Porte

THE PRINCETON LEADER
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
DOROTHY ANN
ADVERTISING M

DRACEAN M PEDLEY
ED,TOR AND PusLiswas

DAVIS

Charles Curtis made the Willard
Hotel his quarters,

Act of Congress of

Mat-Ch

S. 1875

Cortez found that
used crayons made of

un0tyAgen

11 ._

By Jane Eads
Washington — T h e current
Thanks, 11. Resolution,
ilskaariptkw prices; In County, $8; In State. $5.80; Out-of-State, $8; Cards of cents
move in Congress to get a "little
a line,
St Respect. I oents a word, Unsolicited Poems, I cents a word. Reading ii ices, 10
House" in which the vice
for
republiuse
White
the
to
exclusively
entitled
Press
le
CLIK THE ASSOCIATED PRESS--ths Associated
▪
of All the local news printed in thin newspaper. an well as all AP •tiewsdispatches
president of the United States
IdEMBIOR NATIONAL IIIDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIATION
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRINIS
can live rent free is now new.
Wats to get a home for the
V. P. are as old as the republic,
but it has been nearly 20 years
I
since the subject was last broached. That was when Mrs. HenderI•
son, widow of Senator John B.
Henderson, famous Civil War
Virgil Chapman, Democratic nominee aster of the early 'thirties.
and statesman, offered
General
made
has
Chapman himself, moreover,
for the United States Senate, presented
her huge mansion on Sixteenth
a forceful argument for continuation of an historic contribution to the achievestreet as a vice presidential resDemocratic party rule in Washington in ments of the party whose label he wears
idence.
Completed in 1929, a cOuple
his address opening the November elec- so proudly, and whose cause he has
of years before Mrs. Henderson
tion campaign.
courageously. He served
died at the age of 90, the home
The three periods of "Democratic championed so
$300,000, had 30 rooms and
cost
22
acendancy," as Mr. Chapman put it, "dur- in Congress from the Sixth district
10 baths. Replete with turrets,
period
which
during
24
years,
last
the
of
ing the last four score years" undoubtedtowers and battlements, it is
known as "Henderson's Castle."
ly have been "the epochs of the greatest he has authored and contributed to the
Mrs. Henderson, in a letter to
progress of the human race and the passage of some of the most beneficial
House Committee on Public
the
of
statutes
the
adorning
legislation
of
mode
the
of
t
greatest improvemen
Gam.
and Grounds, wrote
Buildings
this nation.
4,,,_'MPV IOW
:
'11
life of free Americans."
that "Ex-President College in
.one
as
acclaimed
widely
been
He
has
of
faith
the
political
Every disciple of
his autobiography calls attention
g
GwARimo
40r-foreir..
Times
Jackson, Jefferson, Wilson and Franklin of the best friends the farmers have on
to the need of a permanent
By Jacob Burck—Reprinted from the Chicago Sunhome for the vice president and
D. Roosevelt has just cause for pride in the Washington scene, and with good
approves its establishment."
He championed the A A A,
the accomplishments of his party. In reason.
At the time, Rep. Gibson (R.n
conservatio
soil
he
t
TVA,
REA,
fact, the nation has known it greatest
Vt.) introduced a bill to accept
responsible
largely
was
and
program
party
Democratic
the
under
progress
the mansion, to appropriate $30,which, from its inception, has been, to for the enactment of tobacco price
000 for furnishings and $25,000
draw on the inexhaustable store of Chap- support legislation which has brought
a year for maintenance. Congress never acted on the measman rhetoric, "a pillar of cloud by day untold millions of dollars to Kenure. Newspaper files show that
By G.M.P.
and a pillar of fire by night to all who tucky growers and business generally.
Mrs. Henderson's granddaughcherish the ideals of. liberty, democracy He has been an ardent supporter of
ter, Mrs. Beatrice Henderson
d, the Butler team pretty soon.
Underwoo
Kimball
W.
of
to
veterans
beneficial
measures
and justice."
'
*
*
*
Wholean, went to the District
Of growing renown,
The most significant phase of Chap- all wars and authored the present food young artistin Princeton and has
Moore went to Supreme Count in April, 1931,
Berdie
Mrs.
was reared
man's address, however, had to do with and drug act, which established innumer- relatives here. His painting, The Oxford, Miss., her home when to block the transfer of the property on the grounds that aged
—
safeconsumers
for
safeguards
able
race.
Senate
importance of the Kentucky
Christus, was produced on the she was first married, last
was incapable of managAs the Congressman pointed out, there guards now regarded as commonplace cover of The Christian Crusader week . . . on the first visit she lady
ing her estate.
unveiled
the
was
for
and
of
which,
s
month
last
beneficiarie
is more at stake in the present contest and the
made there in 20 years. Willard
Mrs. Henderson retaliated with
Compton
than the mere determination of the next most part, little realize how much they Wednesday, Oct. 13, at Louis,
went too. He attended Ole Miss the revelation that Mrs. Wholean
by
Church, St.
there, in fact, was born in the was an adopted child. Then she
junior United States Senator. Upon the are indebted to the brilliant Paris, Ky., Heights
the brother, the Rev. Tom UnMississippi college town.
drew up a new will which disn.
will
hinge
Congressma
probably
Kentucky
in
outcome
derwood, pastor. The artist, 26,
inherited Mrs. Wholean. HowThere is much food for thought for is attending Yale Divinity
control of the upper body of the next
•
ever, after a long court battle
businesssmall
and
laborer
scholarship.
the
farmer,
a
on
School
session of the national legislature.
Mrs. Wholean was restored as
*
*
*
With all due respect to the gentleman- man in the Chapman opening address.
an heir. That was after Mrs.
presThe average barometric
With the duck hunting season
Henderson's death. This business
ly John Sherman Cooper, his vote, as Food for thought therein may be found
coming up soon, sportsmen will
altitude is seems to have discouraged any
Chapman stated, would mean a continua- also for a vast majority of Americans be pleased with opening of the sure at 5,000of feet
mercury.
24.89 inches
attempt to house the vice presition of the Taft-Wherry leadership in who are enjoying a period of well-being dining room in the main buildHoney-bees weigh about 5,000 dent officially until the subject
in
precedent
without
security
te
a
t
and
social
S
ultimately
result
would
This
Lake
Senate.
the
ing at Kentucky
individuals to the pound. The came up the other day on Capiin the destruction of the farm program— all of the history of this nation. Those Park. The facility is capable of average weight of the honey-bee tol Hill.
Then companion bills were Inalready under assault from Republican who ponder these questions will realize feeding 150 persons at a sitting is less than one three-hundredths
and will care for parties and
troduced in the House of Reprequarters—and the end of any semblance that their self-interest will be best served groups. The toffee shop also of an ounce. • • •
ssentatives. Gearhart (R.-Calif.)
of liberal government in Washington. It by the election of Chapman and the rest opened Monday, serving fishing
The first Revolutionary tea and Gregory (D.-Ky. asking
4:30
would mean a return to the philosophy of of the Democratic ticket npct month.
from
parties and others
party in America is claimed by Congress to appropriate not more
(Owensboro Messengeli—
A. M., and the management Edenton, N. C. October 25, 1774, than $2,500,000 for the entire
government which precipitated the- dishopes to keep both dining room when ladies of the town, sipping project. Mr. Gearhart, who
and coffee shop open through a brew of raspberry leaves, thought up the idea, pointed out
the winter.
pledged not to buy any tea bear- that many vice presidents have
*
*
*
Ing the odious tax stamp.
not been wealthy enough to live
in
editorial
,
• • •
an
on
A headline
in the styyle to which WashingCaman exchange reads: Fewer
Snakes and fish have ears but ton Is accustomed. In introducpaign Blunders Than In Former these ears have no outside open- ing the legislation, he pointed
Risthe
of
Land
the
from
"Happy"
to these parts
Baseball Commissioner A. B.
Years. Yes, if you overlook the ings. They "hear" mostly through out that Vice President Garner
Chandler received a letter six feet long ing Sun, the ,Japanese, young and old major blunder of not campaign- vibrations in the ground and lived in a "couple of rooms"
from Japan. You may have read about have become avid baseball fans and play ing in a great many localities water.
at the Washington Hotel and that
far.
It in this paper. It seems the leading Jap- from morning to night the year around throughout the State. Sopolitithere as been little or no
anese newspaper publisher one Tsunego on every available piece of ground.
cal activity in this county or
that
suggested
nt
Chandler
er
corresponde
This
Baba wrote to Commission
elsewhere in the First district
on behalf of the Nipponese baseball fans, Commissioner 'Chandler, on a brief visit . . . where the Democrats live
pleading that the Commissioner and some to Japan, might well further the interest so numerously and majorities
big league ball players visit Japan in the of the occupation as a "Baseball Ambas- for Democratic nominees are so
important this year.
interest of furthering goodwill between sador of Goodwill."
*
*
*
"Certainly, he could do a lot m• ore good
the two countries through the great
Maybe one reason politics is
than many of the visiting experts who so calm down here in the GibAmerican sport.
Commissioner Chandler, we under- went to Japan and never left the Imper- raltar district is that Messrs.
stand, showed keen interest in the let- ial Hotel," our correspondent friend Chapman and Cooper still cling
to the widely held opinion of
ter and the request it contained. As a avers.
Kentuckians that we're
So maybe it might not do any harm for Central
matter of fact, we understand the Ccrmso deep in the wilderness even
missioner said he would even consider "Happy" Chandler to read again that let- their .superlative statesmanship
such a trip but would, of course, have to ter from his Japanese baseball fans and cannot serve to get us out of
receive permission from General Douglas seriously consider the value of 'such a the woods.
*
*
MacArthur, Supreme Commander for the goodwill visit to the Orient.
Congressman Virgil Chapman,
And it might be a project that General
Allied Powers.
an orator of the old school, is
According to reports received from a MacArthur could do well to ponder.
scheduled to deliver one of his
(Owensboro Messenger)
foreign correspondent recently returned
stirring campaign speeches hen•
tonight. Maybe this will engen
der a little life into what has
Kentucky On The March
been, up to now, the dullest
major political campaign I can
remember.
•
*
*
*
Helen Bridgeman, one of sev
live. Secondly, a definite responsibility
By Ewing Galloway
State Department of Edu
Weekly newspapers and small city dai- to the advertisers and to the public to eral
cation .workers here to make a
newslies have been a tremendous factor in manage the business affairs of the
school survey of Princeton and
civic progress in the State since the work paper in a highly ethical and business- Caldwell county and a very
personable young lady, has
of the Committee for Kentucky got un- like manner, at the same time earning a been visiting this office some
der way. They have supported heartily fair financial return.
If all these survey folk demand
the Committee's state-wide betterment
"Being deeply cognizant of these as many answers as Helen,
lot
programs, and most of them have plug- things,tit is with all seriousness that we, they're apt to find out a
us and our community.
about
sponprojects
ged vigorously for local
*
*
*
pledge to the people of this county, our
sored by civic organizations. Without
telling one
was
Sparks
Carl
and
effort for the betterment
their support the work of the Committee complete
morning recently when t h e
We
County.
t
of
Hopkins
advancemen
Coffee Club met about having
for Kentucky would have accomplished
will not "beat around the bush" or be to send Bill's bicycle to him at
little.
The involved issue must the University of Kentucky, at
To the list of more than 100 papers a "fence sitter."
commit ourselves a cost of $4.50 express charge
and
whenowe
clear;
be
running this column regularly and
for doing . . . whereupon Glenn Farmer
a
reason
sound
we
will
have
some 25 quoting it editorially, I am reyou
will remarked: "Yes, and Itoguess
in
no
manner
and
At
no
time
so.
ride that
porting a new recruit, the Hopkins Counwill be wanting him
for
be
used
the pages of this newspaper
bioycle home when school is
ty Times, a weekly managed by Mack
any personal gain or for the promotion out."
Sisk and edited by Thomas W. McConnell.
*
*
*
of any individual or group seeking speI like the leading editorial in the first
Saul, closing his store Wednes
or
cial
powers
privileges."
issue of the paper so well that I am pasday for a religious holiday, was
•.
sing along to you some paragraphs
congratulated upon this coming
It is believed that the slow tilting up- on a rather dull business day.
from it.
"Editorially we owe no debt or obliga- ward of the northern shores of the Great "Yes, he replied, but I don't
pick the days . . . last time it
tion to any person or organization, and Lakes may, a few thousand years hence, Was
Monday". What he really
will form all editorial opinions from the cause four of the lakes (except Huron) was bothered about was giving
Mississippi
the
into
to
issues
southward
drain
current facts concerning the
up his brother-in-law's attracRiver.
tive little girl, who spent the
Involved.
•
last several days as guest at
"The county newspaper serves a dual
Dot's house.
ss
things
consciousne
remember
Most adults cannot
purpose. First, a serious
a*
*
of the trust and rdponsibility in report- that happened before they were four or
Even touch football is likely
ing ttte news in an unbiased and straight- five.
to bring bruises ,,. as a look at
•
David's face disclosed Saturday
worwarcl manner, and in supporting those
Tobacco was the first export crop from Thin ambitious lad save he in
things editorially which will make the
gonna be end or fullback on
place in which to America,
Entered aS second class matter at Princeton. KY., under the
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GODYEAR WELT RUBBER SOLE AND HEELS ...
A splendid buy while this lot lasts—Just 288 pairs

•

MEN'S BLACK SIDE LEATHER WORK SHOE —

PLAIN TOE — LEATHER MIDDLE SOLE, LEATHER INSOLE — PULL ON STRAP,RIVETS ON SIDE AND BACK

Full WEARITE composition sole,
13-Nail Heel — Real $5.00 Value
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farniers who grew all
t of thir feed have a betnee for profit than those
,gend more on purchased
Every dairy farmer
study the suitability of
for growing the varid crops. If the farm is
to growing certain
. be more economisuch of those as are
than to try to raise

Carolina To Vote On
Divorce And Pardons
Columbia, S. C. — AP — Divorces and uenal uardoris will
be before the people of
South
Carolina in the Nov. 2 general
election for the first time since
the 1896 state constitution
was
adopted. That constitution flatly bans divorces, gives
the
state's governors unlimited pardoning and parole powers.
Constitutional amend in ent
up for a vote would permit divorce for desertion, physical
cruelty, habitual drunkeness and
adultery, and would strip gayer
nors of all pardoning power,
but reprieves and cornmuntabons in death sentences.

A wind of eight to 11 miles
!. it is economical to
an hour is a gentle breeze.
.iled roughage, both
,i1 hay, and to buy of hay for grain, however, rerain if need be. Acre for member that cows giving a hea„,,xl pasture yields more vy flow of milk cannot ea
is than most feed grains, enough hay, because of its bulk
hluces them at about one- to supply all the nutrients the
to one-third the cost of need. They should be fed somee nutrients in grain. grain also.
Corn, barley, oats, and wheat
or. rapid-growing paslegume hay are rich the grains usually grown on
em, and usually the pro- Kentucky farms, are high in
d of the ration costs the carbohydrates or starch, but
profitable dairy feeding low in protein. These grains may
therefore be built on a need protein tickled to make
of growing good pas, satisfactory grain mixtures. Oil
legume hay.
meal or 32-percent mixed feed
.,is of nutrients con- is usually a more economical
their digestibility, source of protein than bran or
legume hay is worth, 16-percent mixed feed.
for pound, two-thirds as
The amount of protein to ad(
as a good grain mixture. depends on several things, but
sin -mixture sells at $36 mainly on the kind of roughage
good leafy legume hay is fed. The better the pasture an
re worth about $24 a ton. legume hay fed, the less protei
slung such substitution is needed in the grain mixture
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CHARTER

CHILD BRIDE STUDIES LESSON—Mary Stanley Hester, 13,
studies her second grade lessons while her 56-year-old husband,
Truman Hester, peels potatoes in the kitchen of their home in McMinnville, Tenn. (Oct. 7). The couple was married the previous
week in Rossville, Georgia. (AP Wirephoto)

N
ews From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 1, 1926. The Princeton his home to this city and is a
Auto Sales Co., has recently guest of his mother, Mrs. Mary
sold to Mrs. W. F. Young, of Powell.
• • •
Fredonia, a handsome
ne w
Dodge Brothers deluxe sedan.
June 8, 1926. Rev. J. Lapsley
This is the most elaborately Alderson and Miss Rose, Misequipped and highest priced car ses Audrey Egbert, Mary Morse,
that Dodge Brothers manufac- Alma Vickery and sister, and
ture and Mr. Young is very Thomas Lacey motored to Waproud of the purchase.
bash River camp near Mt. Ver• • •
non, where they spent last week
May 25, 1926. Mrs. Charles on a pleasant camping trip.
• • •
Ratliff, Jr., returned"from Louisville last week in a pretty new
June 15, 1926. G. C. George,
sport model Buick car which of Bowling Green, a former resshe purchased while in that city. ident of this place, is here this
• • •
week representing the Superior
May 28, 1926. Prof. Howton, Woolen Mills. He will be locatHorn and Hollowell, Messrs. ed
at Farmers Drycleaning
Thomas
McConnell, 0. M. shop.
Shultz, Jr., and Raymond Shultz
• • •
spent a day and night very
June 25, 1926. Dorothy and
pleasantly on a fishing trip to Gertrude Finkel, of Nashville,
Bayou Mills this week. The trip are visiting their aunt, Mrs.
was made by motor.
Saul Pogrotsky, and Mr. Pogrot• • •
sky at their pretty home on
June 8, 1926. Luke Powell, of Hawthorne Avenue.
Springfield, Ark., motored from
• • •
June 25, 1926. Mrs. Harry
Menthrup and daughter, Miss
Dorothy, of New Orleans, La.,
are guests at "Woodlawn", the
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line J. B. Wood, near Otter Pond.
• • •
Contact
July 2, 1926. Miss LaRue
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 893
Princeton, Ky. Stone has returned home after
a weeks' pleasant visit to relatives near New Harmond, Ind.
• • •
July 2, 1926. Mrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss Katharine left
here several days ago for an
Creomulsion relievespromptli. because extended motor trip through the
it goes right to the seat of the trouble eastern states.
to help loosen and expel germ laden
• • •
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
July 2, 1926. Mr. and Mrs.
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist Hugh Goodwin and family will
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion leave Monday for a visit to
with the understanding you must like Cleveland, 0.
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have vont money hack.

WINTER
HEATING NEEDS
Heaters

Prioesstice from the Veterans Acisn4 istration will be sent
to veterans in Kentucky whose
National Service Life Insuranc3
term policies expire after October 8, 1948.
VA officials said notice will
be sent two months before expiration date of the original
policies. This will give veterails
time to convert term insurance
to a permanent NSLI plan, or
renew their term insurance for
an additional 5-year period. Renewals may be made without a
physical examination, but at a
higher premium rate based on
the veterans' attained age at
the time of renewal.
VA stressed the fact that veterans who plan to renew their
term insurance should submit
their renewal application, plus
a premium payment at the advanced rate, prior to the expiration date of the original term
policy.
• • •

OAK STOVES AND RANGES

Veteran/ enrolling in college
and universities this fall may
not receive their first subsistence checks until the week of
November 7, the Veterans Administration announces.
The first checks will include
all subsistence payments due
from the date of enrollment
through the end of October.
In most areas the first payments cannot be made before
that date because of the heavy
workload the colleges and VA
face in processing extremely
large enrolments.
Veterans are urged to make
arrangements to meet their financial obligations until their
first checks are sent out.

Charleston, S. C. — AP —
Woodmen, spare that tree, Charlestonians are pleading. It was
their cry 10 years ago when the
county grand jury wanteti to
chop down a 300-year-old oak
in the center of a principal avenue. The plea worked and the
tree was spared.
Now the 1948 grand jury is at
it again, arguing that the tree is
potentially "a serious hazard
to person and property".

(incorporated)
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Folkestone, Eng. — AP —
Health Minister Aneurin Bevan
says the British people must
use the national health service
"sparingly" to keep from killing
it. He said the medice,1 insurance program, started last summer, will "break down because
of the demands made on it" unless people use it "intelligently
sparingly and prudently."
"There was a great deman
at the beginning but I believe
it will ease down and the whol
thing will find its proper level."
he told a dinner conference of
British hospital representatives

Directed by

• GEORGE MARSHALL
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DONALD DUCK COMIC—"DADY DUCK
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

The total area of the Unite
States exceeds 3,000,000 square
miles.

THE MAN-EATER
Man is his enemy. .
ad mast be destroyed!

FARM
'out

COREY -JOANNE PAGE

YLI VALUE

PHOS HATE

SEE OUR STOCK — WE SELL OUTRIGHT OR TRADE
•

SERVICE
SALES
24 Hour Wrecker Service

WARD BOND • RICHARD LONG
WHITFIELD CONNOR

and Introducong

NARAIN
His primitive love defied
the jungle tear!

INCREASES

FORD

,

Living bait.. for the
Man-eater's waiting claws!
_

Run On Health Bank

We have a selection of makes and models.

RANDOLPH MOTORS

CALL Si
) MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
Cornpl•te Insurance Service
111 W. Mark•t St.

THE HUNTER
Only one mission in
Me_ kill or be killed!

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

St.

At the outset of the U. S. Civil
War, there were about 100 high
schools in the nation. Today
there are more than 29,000.

FIRE
INSURANCE

BORIS KARLOFF • JULIE LONDON

COLOR CARTOON
A wind of four to seven miles
an hour is a slight breeze, on
the Beaufort scale.

men each carrying two pistols
stopped the bus as it rumbled
along a forsaken highway and
methodically robbed each passenger. Loot was estimated at
about $2,150.

THE SCREEN'S GREATEST ENTERTAINMEN

Spare That Tree In
Middle Of Street

Beware Coughs

h and Virginia

Train Robbers Take Bus
Istanbul — AP — In the fashion of movie thrillers, a band
of masked bandits stopped a
bus and robbed its 35 passengers. The holdup occurred in a
bleak area near the coal mining center of Zongldak on the
Black Sea.
An undisclosed number of

Your farm's value largely depends on its ability to produce
—its production ability can be
severely cut by a phosphorus
deficiency. But you can raise
both the phosphorus and nitrogen content of your land, increase crop yields and give
your farm greater value—with
;lust one application of FOURLEAF on your legumes or on
ground to be sseeded to legumes. Let us take your order
tod ax.1
Write to ....
Thompson Phosphate Co.
401 S. Dearborn
Chicago 5, III.
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FEATURES STARTING AT
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Admission

12c&40c
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Atoka Sometimes Cancerous

A wort or mole that changes
in color or size may mean cancer. Early cancer is often curable if promptly treated. See
Demo,
v
,• presidential your physician at once.
nominee Alben W. Barkley will it will be made there.
make five campaign speeches in
On October 19, the day preKentucky,
State Campaign ceding his Pikeville-Covington
Chairman Edward F. Settler an- talks, the Senator will speak in
nounced yesterday.
Huntington, W. Va. Just prior to
The schedule is:
his Pineville-Louisville speeches
October 20--afternoon, Pike he will be in Knoxville for a
ville; night Covington.
talk.
October 23—probably afterOn November 1, election eve,
noon, Pineville; night Louis.ville. Seiller plans to try to get BarkNovember 1—night, Paducah. ley on a 30 minute national radio
Seiller said if it is possible to hookup. There already is a tenget Jefferson County Armory tative arrangement to have a
for Barkley's Louisville speech 15- minutt broadcast that night

at KEACH'S in Hopkinsville

KEACH'S HARVEST
FESTIVAL
CELEBRATION

Homemakers News

Quinn 4-H Club News
Monday, Sept. 27, eleven
Quinn 4-H members told of the
many projects they completed
this year. The IS club members
completed 22 projects.
Harty Lowery, president, called the meeting to order. Glenn
Roberts led the club pledge
while Rose Hill led the pledge
to the flag. Ella Mae Massey
led the group in signing "America the Beautiful", and God
Bless America". Plsns
were
made for a community fair on
October 7 at 7 o'clock at which
the members will exhibit their
work for this year.
R. A. Mabry, Miss Wilma Vandiver, club leaders, Mrs. Nellie
Crenshaw, Mrs. Lenoth Hopkins
and seven visitors were present at the meeting. The next
meeting will be October 25.
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t Ready for Winter With,

Miss Imogene Wiggi-nton re with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
pin., Annual meet- turned
home Senday after a two C. T. Henson. They were ening, .Ogden Memorial Methodist weeks'
visit to Mrs. A. P. An- route to Louisville where Mr.
Church.
derson and Mr. Anderson in Mc• Johnson
is employed.
Oct. la, 1:30 p.m., Bethany, Cleansboro, Ill.
'Mrs. Buford Tosh and Mrs.
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, hostess.
Mrs. Bill Brown and daughter, Hershel
Drennan, Evansville,
Oct. 19, 9:15 p.m., WHOP, Mary Nell, Los Angeles,
Calif., were the week-end guests of
4-H Eounty project winners.
arrived Saturday for a visit to
OcC 19, 1:30 p.m., Otter Pond, her mother, Mrs, Lee Burklow, 'Mrs. Ed Young, and Mr. Young.
Mrs. Stella Lamb, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell and Mrs. and sister, Mrs. Coy
Moore.
Mrs. Virgil Lamb and children,
Thomas White, co-hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, mind
Mr. Virgil Dorroh, all of
Oct. 20, 2 p.m., Mrs. Clifton Evansville, spent the week
-end Evansville, were Sunday guests
Chit, hostess.
with Mr. and Mrs. Veldin Vanof Mrs. Carrie Ordway.
Oct. 21, 1:30 p.m., Friendship, dell.
Mr. Byrd Hughes, Evansville,
Mrs. Herman Oliver, hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank IL Leep- is spending
a few days with Mr.
er, Madisonville, and Mr. and and Mrs.
Anthony Hughes.
Mrs. Frank M. Leeper and chilAnnual Meeting Program
M. 4ola Boucher and son,
The Annual meeting of thi dren, Owensboro, were Sunday Dennis, Dearborn
, Mich., Mrs.
Caldwell County Homemakers dinner guests of Miss Ada Laura Brown,
and Mr. and Mrs.
will be held in the Ogden Me- Leeper and Messrs. Walter and Rex Brown and children,
of
morial Methodist Church, Henry 'Leeper.
Marion, were Sunday dinner
Thursday, Oct. 14, at 1 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Reed
Use a packaged cup-cake or
The program cornmittee, com- visited for a short time Sunday Brown.
white-cake mix for a quick desposed of Mrs. Don Boitnott,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Burton, sert. Frost with Orange Topping
and publicity chairmen.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs. Aaron
Plans were discusses to do Rosiclare, Ill., spent the week- made by blending a quarter cup
Cummins and Mrs. Charles Lessomething for the local school, end with Mr. and Mrs. Zola of strained orange juice with a
ter, selected 'Setter Homes,
such as furnish at least one first Burton.
quarter cup of melted butter or
Better Living" as the theme.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy, margarine and about 3 cups of
aidicit for their use.
The fcllowing program will
Alton,
HI.,
spent
the week-end confectioner's sugar. Add the
The major lesson was on clothbe given: Organ Prelude, Mrs.
ing, and was given by Mrs. J. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. grated rind of the orange, if you
Frank Wood; Invocation, Mrs.
D. Asher. Mrs. John R. McDo- Coy Moore.
like, and be sure to sift the suCollin Ladd; Welcome. Mrs.
Mr. W. T. Young left Satur- gar before using to get rid of
well had charge of the recreaRay Martin; Song, "My Old
day morning for his winter any lumps.
Kentucky Home", Mrs. W. 0. tion program.
home in Bradenton, Fla., after
Those
present
were
ter/nine's end covwr with
Mesdames
Towery, leader, Mrs. John Mcspending the summer here.
J.
D.
The prairie dog is a member
Asher;
Luke
lukinsant
Ray;
R. T.
Lin, pianist; Roll Gall, Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton of the squirrel family.
Thompson; John Laceon Watson;
Charles
Tighten all connsefiem
Hubbard, secretary;
have moved to their new home.
World News of Federation Of- Virgil Watson; Dema Watson; Rev. Harlan Thomas
is visiting visiting her daughter, Miss HaJohn R. McDowell; Pat Tyrie;
Check cause and
ficers—Calling all Homes, Mrs.
'Miss Fannie Calvert; 011ie Asher, his wife and son, in Rome, Ga. zel Fuller.
$
Hugh Yates; Service, Miss RobMrs.
Effie
Barnes
is
spending
Mrs.
Thomas
and
baby
son have
bie Sims; Information, Please, and Mrs. Luke Watson. Present been there for several weeks the week with her daughter,
Mrs. W. 0. Newsom; Telling as a visitor was the Home dem- where the son is having
special Mrs. J. D. Wylie in Princeton.
the World, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby; onstration agent, Miss Wilma medical treatments.
She attended the Enoch-Thomas
Vandiver.
Local News-.-Better Eating At
wedding Tuesday afternoon.
Dinner
guests
of
Mr.
and
MIS.
Home, Mrs. S. J .Satterfield; The next meeting will be at Coy Moore Sunday were
Mr.
the
home
of
Mrs.
Dema
Watson,
Fashion Flashes, Mrs. Deamon
Oct. 27, at 1:30 o'clock. All mem- and Mrs. Seldon McElroy, AlMorris; House Beautiful, Mrs.
ton, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Mornoe
bers are urged to attend.
Raymond Phelps; Outward Look,
Butts and children, Morganfield,
Mrs. Clarence Nichols; The Easy
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
• daughter,
Way, Mrs. Percy Piercy; Our Eddyville Road
Bonita, Princeton, Mrs.
.1,The
Future Home, Mrs. Guy ShoulEddy ville Road Home- Bill Brown and daughter, Mary
ders; The Fun for All, Mrs. John makers met with Mrs. K. P. Nell, Los Angeles, Calif.,
and
Hobgood October 8. Mrs. W. H. ,Mrs. Lee Burklow.
R. McDowell.
•
.Mrs. Earl Erwin, Pennyroya. Beck, president, presided, while
Mrs. John F. Rice, Mrs. Dave
District Director of the Kentuc- eleven members answered roll Perkins, Mrs. Euclid Quertercall.
ky Federation and Miss Leone
mous, and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mrs. L. C. Lisman and Mrs. Nichols are among
Gillett, Assistant State Leader
those of the
of Home Agents, will be on the Alvin Lisanby, chairmen for school faculty who attended
F.
home furnishings, gave the les- D. E. A. in Murray
program.
Friday.
The main talk will be given son on Slip Covers, which was
Mrs. James Redd, Hopkinsby Miss Jeanne Paris, C h i ef ably discussed and very in- ville, Mrs. Margarite
Enoch and
structive.
Home Economist of the Kroger
son, and Mrs. J. D. Wylie,
S. W. DUNN
R. M. OLIV
Present were: Mrs. W. H. Princeton, were
Food Foundation, Cincinnati,
Friday guests
Beck; Mrs. W. L. Beck; Mrs of Mrs. Effie
Ohio.
FIRESTONE PRODUCTSBarnes.
Denny Cash; Mrs. J. H. HolMr. and Mrs. J. Luke QuerterD-X MOTOR OILS, FUELS
DIMOCIATI
COMMITTEE
lingsworth: Mrs. Alvin Lisanby; mous are visiting
his brother,
Farmersville
Mrs. L. C. Lisman; Mrs. Denny Dr. John Querterm
ous, and Mrs.
The Farmersville Homemakers
Freeman, Mrs. Arch Martin; Quertermous
in Louisville this
Club had their regular monthly
Mrs. Charles Hubbard; Mrs. K. week.
meeting Wednesday, Sept. 29, at
P. Hobgood and Miss Helen
Miss Dorothy Brasher has acthe home of Mrs. Pat Tyrie.
Beck. The club was glad to have cepted a
position in GilbertsNine members answered the roll
as visitors Mrs. Robert Walker ville.
call and one new member, Mrs.
of Paint Lick, Mrs. J. W. CalMrs. T. R. Feagan, Mrs. FlorJohn Laceon Watson.
loway, Mrs. Blanche Hobgood, ence Parr and
TOWLE'S NEW PATTERN
Miss Dorothy
Mrs. Virgil Watson, club presiand Miss Jane Beck.
Parr were in Paducah Tuesday,
dent, called the meeting to order
The club adjourned to meet shopping.
at 1:30 P.m. The devotional,
with Mrs. Denny Cash NovemMrs. Ambie Fuller is spendfrom the Book of Psalms,. was
ber 12.
ing the week in Nashville, Tenn.,
given by Mrs. John R. McDowell and assisted by other members of the club. After the business meeting reports were given
from
membership, citizenship
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HERE'S WHAT WE DO

5

3

Amazing Values in Home Furnishings now offered during this
Annual Event!
BARGAINS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

FREE CIDER AND GINGER CAKES
for all.

YOUR BATTERY WORRIES,
$400

COUNT YOUR
MANY
BLESSINGS

TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
On a New Guarante

VOTE
IT
"r STRAIGHT

DUNN & OLIVER

with President Truman, Senator
Barkley, and a third person not
yet selected taking 5 minutes
each.

Incorporated

Public Sale

How graceful and romantic,
how utterly feminine the delicate
flowers and smooth sheer
panel. Here is solid silver

SANDLER

more and more beautiful.
Sit-piece place setting (knife,
fork, teaspoon, cream soup spoon, $24.50
salad fork, butter spreader) including Federal Tax

AAA to B
4 to 9

Location 5 mi. west of Princeton on 91 near
Bradshaw's Grocery
Sale starting at 10 A. M.

$7.95

The following described property:

2 NeW Ferguson Tractors with new equip
ment.
1 New V. A.C. Case Tractor, mounted plow
and cultivator.
1948 Ford Tractor with 3pie ces of new equip
ment.
1946 Ford-Ferguson, with plow, disc and cultiv
ator.
IHC B-Tractor with disc plow, cultivator and
disc harrow.
Ballis AC Tractor with mower,cultivator, plow
and disc
1 New Ideal, 1 row corn picker like new.
1 Case pick-up baler, like new.
1 New side mount mower for Ford Tractor.
2 Farris Blades,2 Scoops, Fertilizer and
Lime attachment for Ford or Ferguson Tractor.
1 new A. C.12" plow.
1 single 8'A.C. disc harrow, like new.
1 new Corn Planter with F. A. for Ford
or Ferguson
Tractor.

regent
pump
A classic wedge ... light as a fleeting
thought ... traced with just a bit
of regal gold piping for the spice of
fashion. Yours from morning to
midnight . . . and handsomely.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Simple yet sophisticated. lighl
hearted yet sturdy —• pattern of flowing brief
and graceful curved surfaces created by Towle. Ste
it in all its gleaming solidi silver beauty!

Many other articles not mentioned in the sale.
These tractors and fools are as repro sented.

YRD GUESS

DUGAN ORDWAY

GENE WISE

Clerk
9.12 South
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that is timeless ... young
... and destined to grow
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ercent Of US
sowives Make
es At Home
More than half of
yak
k's housewives will melte
„r all of their own and
,•hildren's clothes during
survey by the National
, raft Bureau showed.
percent of the esti52,000,000 women who
lome said they do so pri:o save money. And the
said they didn't feel
,041d stop until present
,,weia clothing prices
at least by 40 percent.
average adult woman who
t home expects to make
SIX dresses, three skirts,
ouses and four pieces of
ear during this year, the
• showed.
sewing for their chilect to average 14.7 garluring the year. Houseif
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THE P INCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Develop Good Pasture

It took only a few
months for
James H. Hall, fernier
in Powell county, to
transform a 15.
acre field, thiek with
undergrowth, into an excellent
pasture, relates D. R. Siler,
county
agent. Mr. Powell cleared
the
land in April and
turned it)
with a tractor. Then he
applied
800 pounds of phosphate
an acre
and seeded a liberal
amount of
Ky. 31 fescue, lespedee
and
redtop mixture.

Woman Saves Money
Making Hooked Rugs
Mrs. H. Curtis Smith of Wai
ren county can point with priil.
to her hobby of rug-hooking.
which has saved her considerable money while it afforded her
enjoyment. From a total of 42
rugs made, she has supplied her
seven-room houle and given 10
rugs away. Her ambition now is
to make • a rug 12 by 18 feet in
size for her livingroom.
Although Mrs. Smith has been
interested in this craft for son(
time, it was not until she had
the lessons last year in her
homemakers club that she }lac:
real satisfaction from it. Learn
log how to make her own designs, to use degrees of shading
in a flower, and to strip color
from fabrics and re-dye them
have helped her to attain the
desired results.
Mrs. Smith has tie cooperation of her husband and son in
her hobby, for they assist her in
ripping old garments, then In
cutting them in the narrow strips
which she says make for a finetextured rug.

The Kentucky Renderiny Works win pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
by. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Kentucky Rendering Works
ne 898

Princeton, Ky.

y'rc America's
ewes; and finest I

t.4

Firsttime Voters In
Nation Receive Pamphlets And Certificates From
Young Democratic Club

The Young Democratic drive
to mobilize America's 10 million
new voters behind the TrumanBarkley ticket moved into high
gear this week with formation
of an advisory campaign committee including 16 prominent
young leaders in the Democratic Party.,
Organization of the committee
was announced by Roy G. Baker,
FRIEND OF DWIGHT TUDOR— of Sherman, Texas, president of
Lillian Weaver (above), 30, of the Young Democratic Clubs of
Columbus, Ohio, is shown in the America. Vincent M. Gaughan
Clark County jail in Springfield, of Buffalo, New York, executive
Ohio, where she was questioned secretary of the organization, has
in connection with her admission been named Chairman of the
thet her bov friend, Dwight David Committee.
Those serving are as follows•
Tudor of Columbus, had told her
of killing Mary Ann Page, 14, of Secretary of Agriculture Charles
Springfield. Police szy she ad- F. Brannan, anetime President
mits cleaning Tudor's blood- of the Young Democrats of Colostained trousers. (AP Wirephoto) rado; Rep. Lyndon B. Johnson,
the Demccratic nominee for the
U. S. Senate from Texas, and
Rep. Olin E. Teague of Texas;
Gov. John 0. Pastore of Rhode
Island; Gov. Clarence W. Meadows of West Virginia; Lt. Gov
Approximately half of all per- Elbert N. Camel of Delaware,
sons living in Kentucky are Democratic candidate for GoverSTOMACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
church members, according to a nor of Delaware; Mrs. Dorothy
RHEUMATIC PAINS,ARTHRITIS, NEURITIS
new bulletin called "Religious M. Vredenburgh, Vredenburgli,
and such complaint., as Headaches, Nervousness, Acids, Toxins, Bloating.
Lack of Vitality, Energy, Poor Appetite, Underweight, Diary Spells,
Organization in Kentucky", pub- Ala., secretary of the Democratic
lished by the Agricultural Ex- National Committee; Robert F.
Drugless Health
Read What They Say!
IF YOU ARE a sufferer of these
periment Station at Lexington. Wagner, Jr., chaiman of the New
ailments, try CEO-MINERAL. You
Planning
City
York
Commission;
There were 7,600 churches in
Flying ants may be termites—
may be astonished at the results.
You nerd not guess—you will see
the state in 1946, with 3,600 full- Edmund G. Brown, District Atpossibly in your home. A FREE
CEO-MINERAL comes from
facts.
ministers. The membership torney of San Francisco, Calif.
the earth — Nature's Laboratory,
rERMINIX INSPECTION will time
Also serving are Miss Margraet
Contain' NO dope, NO alcohol, NO
was estimated at 1,400,000, out of
give you accurate information
oil. ONLY Nature's minerals, the
a population of 2,845,627. Con- Truman, Washington, D. C.;
oldest, most reliable remedy for
on the extent of termite damtributions for church suppee,, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., Cold
rheumatism, arthritis, kidney and
age in your property. Don't destomach ailments.
that year were estimated ?ft Spring Harbor, N. Y.; Dr. JoseCEO-MINERAL will enrich your
lay, eel today!
phine M. Pisani, co-chairman of
$20,000,000.
blood, help to make you strong, full
STEGER LUMBER CO.
of
PeP, life and energy. Lack of
the
Youth
Division of the N. Y.
"The churches of Kentucky,
minerals in the blood causes anePhone 517-3
measured by number of mem- Democratic State Committee;
mia, headaches, nervousness. MinAuthorised Representative of
erals generate mental brilliancy,
bers, form the most important Miss Katherine Cullinan, regionOhio Valley Termini& Corpgive sparkling eyes, red cheeks,
type of voluntary organization al director of the Young Demo‘
,tgCE
fight disease, build up health.
cratic Clubs of America, ProviRHEUMATISM, arthritis are
As Adwortliod M"Illso Power" in the state," says the bulletin.
dreadful diseases. Acid condition
Although there are over 80 dence, R. I.; Mrs. Helen Marvel
in the blood is often their cause.
What could be the remedy? For
different bodies in Kentucky, Noland, Indiana representative
thousands of years, minerals have
five of them account for five- on the Young Democratic Clubs'
been used to relieve the pain and
suffering of these Ills. People, on
rixths of .the church members. National Committee, Bloomingthe advice of doctors, go to mineral
In comparison with the na- ton, Ind.; Edward F. Prichand,
springs to find cure, or relief. The
tion, it is noted in the bulletin, Jr., Lexington, Ky., attorney;
late President Roosevelt used to go
to Warns Springs in Georgia. He
Kentucky has about the same and Judge William Wihrman,
was helped or would not have gone
wish to state that atter
percentage of church members. Covington, Ky.
Geo-Mineral for eight months, this
there regularly twice a year.
product has broken all males merge
committee
outstand"The
of
Churches, however, are smaller
Amazing
In the medicine line In our
Results
Jack Wright, owner
in Kentucky and there .are more ing young men and women in
CEO -MINERAL contains min- store--reports
Economy Drug Co., Anderson, S. C.
erals you get at the world's best "User,
churches in proportion to the the Democratic Party has acreport almost miraculous Tisprings.
Watch
your
helping
sufferers
cults,
elimination
with rtieumia•
cepted our invitation to advise
population.
from your bowels a day or two after Ulm, arthritis, weak kidneys, and
various
stomach
ailments.
We believe
organization
in
our
of
task
the
using
it.
The
waste,
black
The
as
percentage
the
of population
An extensive new range
there exist very few items on the
rotor of your shoes, will start to that
shelf with the metit of thls
who are church members is only carrying the Democratic Party's
break away, and you will SEE it. druggists'
of sizes and wheelbases I
natural mineral medicine. Of thousAlso examine your urine. You may ands of bottles sold on guarantee
a third to a half as large in the message to the young men and
baset impurities—polsonous waste— sis, there have been very few refunds"
mountains of Eastern Kentucky women of America during these
coining out of your kidneys, relievWE URGE everyone to try GEOas in the rest of the state, the next trying weeks of the caming you. And then realise the priceMINER AG Do not hesitate one
less value of CEO-MINERAL.
bulletin reports. Membership is paign," Baker said.
YEAR after year. people rash to moment. Go to your drug store
"We of the Young Democrathe largest in the central and
mineral springs and spas, to drink now. Get one bottle. Use it one
and bathe in their miraculous wa- week. If you are not 100 per cent
tic Clubs intend to explain the
western parts of the state.
ter.
We have all heard of the won- satisfied, we will refund your money
Democratic principles and recdrous springs of Lourdes, France, in fulL Try It today! It may do wonand famous Thronion in ancient ders for you—and be the best investord to young voters in every
Use Moderate Heat
Greece where, according to legend ment for your health. Make you feel
county in the United States, and
Hercules,the god of eternal strength eat,sleep,work and enjoy life better.
In Cooking Chicken
and youth, drank its waters and
we are confident that an overCEO-MINERAL Retail Price
bathed to be forever young.
A rule for housewives to fol- whelming majority of them will
1 Bottle $1.10 8 Bottles $8.00
low, who would get the utmost support the
Truman-Barkley
in flavor and servings from poul- ticket and Democratic candidates
PRINCETON, KY.
try, is to use moderate heat, for Congress Nov. 2," Baked
L.--/Rall Orders 0, shove address—Add 10e for Postage
-whatever the method of cook- added.
Mg. In that way, the meat will
"Young Americans know that
be juicy, tender and done to only through the Democratic
the bone.
Party do they have a guarantee
"The rule holds for birds of of a sound and stable American
all ages and kinds, from the economy during the years ahead
110PKLNSVILLE ROAD
spring chicken to the old hen —that a stable American econsent to market when she ceases omy is the key to World .peace.
to pay her way in eggs," states Governor Dewey to date has
the USDA bulletin, "Poultry failed to offer any evidence
Cooking." Moderate heat is also that the Republicans will act
conomical of fuel, and there to insure our nation against inwill be more meat to serve.
flation. He has offered nothing
Copies of the 32-page recipe but platitudes; and action, not
bulletin may be had from offi- platitudes, is what young Americes of county or home agents, ca demands today," continued
or from the College of Agricul- the 33-year-old Texas attorney
ture and Home Economics, Lex- who is directing the most comington.
prehensive campaign ever staged
by the Young Democrats
Everybody reads The Leader
Complete campaign books for

wife sewers also will turn
out
seven household items, most
of
them curtains.
Sewing teen-agers plan
to
turn out an average of
four
dresses, three skirts, four blouses and two suits and coats
during the year. Many, in addition,
will make clothing for younger
sisters, the survey showed.
More than, half the women
who sew at home turn out a
finished garment within two
weeks, they told questioners,.
Thirty-nine percent reported a
one garment a week average.
Teen-agers said they could
make a circular skirt in three
and one-half hours, a tailored
blouse with a collar in a few
minutes less than that, and a Bearded Barley Best
complete dress
Ky. No. 1 bearded barley outwith s e t-in
sleeves in 6.1 hours.
yielded smooth varieties by 11
to 14 bushels an acre on the farm
of John Deener in Taylor county. Ky. No. 1 certified barley
produced as much as 60 bushels
to the acre. According to Farm
Agent C. V. Bryan, proper treatMent of smut increased yields
as much as 25 percent.

Dead Stock
WANTED

Committee Moves
To Obtain Youth",
10 Million Votes

Page Five

Young Ill llO I iit,c
ild" Farmers Assisted In
already' been dispatched to 3,500
Soil-Saving Methods
county and
college clubs
The College of Agriculture,
throughout the nation. The boas and
Home Economics, Universicontain instructions for mobiliz- ty of Kentucky, through its exing the youth vote for the Dem- tension service, the last year asocratic Party, with sample sisted 7,865 farmers with conpamphlets, radio recordings and tour cultivation, 1,034 with terscripts, and speeches designed racing, 1,067 with land clearing
and improving pastures, 5,641
for young voters.
Those who will cast their first in building new farm reserballots Nov. 2 are getting special voirs, 744 in improving old resattention from the Democratic ervoirs and 7,125 in controlling
Party's official youth organiza- gullies. A survey showed that
tion. The YD pamphlet, "Con- 750,000 to 1,000,000 feet of tile
gratulations! First' Voter" will would be installed to drain land
be made available to each first in 34 mountain counties, if the
voter in the nation, as well as tile could be had.
a certificate prepared by the
Young Democrats to recognize Borax Helps Alfalfa
those who have reached voting
It paid John Keller of Mercer
age.
county to apply boron to a fiveacre field of alfalfa. The results
Unlike whitetail deer, elk are were noted at the first cutting
gregarious and migrate in large when a rod-wide strip treated
herds. They are curious animals last year was found to be four
and will approach any strange, inches taller and much greener
motionless object.
than the rest of the field. Mr.
Keller told Farm Agent William
In the bee family, the worker B. Howell that he then treated
has 3,000 to 4,000 lenses in its the entire field, substantial imeyes, the drone 7,000 to 8,000, a provement being noted in the
queen about 5,000.
third and fourth cuttings.

Half Population
Church Members

TERMINIX

WOOD DRUG STORE

tie,
elicate

•

Everybody reads The Leader!

Saddle-pocket
worsted jersey. Advertised
In August 15 Vogue
Dusty heather shades and
warm vibrant colors.
10-40 sizes, 17.93

SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky.

e improvements than you ever saw in any new line of trucks!

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.
PHONE 127-3
II
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ALWAYS FOR A BETTER
BUY, TRY...

PASTEURIZED

beret

GRADE A

It's first in all these basic

HOMOGENIZED

MILK
T4im vir11115

It is richer, sweeter, better

rouinoi81
sophisticated.*
t
tsern of flowing
crested by Toxic

tasting, and contains the
vitamins necessary to
good health.

utyl

0 The old apothecary of other
years was a mysterious and romantic figure. Under his magic
influence roots, herbs, and minerals were turned into pills, extracts, and plasters. The doctor's
prescriptions were filled, the patient's health and comfort restored. Although much of the mystery with which
he was surrounded has vanished, the fine art of
the apothecary has not been lost. A visit to our
prescription department will convince the most
skeptical that his function is an important adjunct to modern medical practice. When you find
it necessary to consult a physician, bring your
prescriptions to us to be filled. Your doctor's orders Will be followed to the letter.

M040 %LSI
in Riding Comfort
You'll find that Chevrolet gives
more riding-smoothness. more riding-steadinem. on all kinds of roads
because it has the original Unitized
Knee-Action Ride, proved and
perfected by /4 years of experience
in building Knee-Action units.
Available only in Chevrolet end
higher-priced cars(

motoring advantages ...

FIRST IN
BIG-CAR QUALITY

Moa.• %hes
in Performance
with Economy
There's nothing like Chevrolet's
world's champion Valve-in-Head
engine... with its record of having
delivered more miles of satisfaction. to neve owners. over • Fenger
period. than any other engine
imilt today.... and Valve-in-head
design
exclusive to Chevrolet
and higher-priced card

at LOWEST PRICES
... just as it's first in
Mama Valor.
In All-round Safety
Chevrolet brings you the four,
fall safety-protection of Fisher
Unistee I Body-Construe tion.safety
plate glass in all windows, the
Unitized Knee-Action Ride and
Positive-Action Hydraulic Brakesi
end this is another combination of
features found elsewhere only in
higher joiced carol

nationwide registrations!

Rosa %LW
In Beauty ond Luxury
You know that there's only ems
leader in fine coachcraft —Body by
Fisher! It. world-famous For
beauty and luxury, not
only in exterior design, but in
Interior appointments like herdoar. and upholstery. as well. And
Body by Fisher, too, is exclusive to
Chevrolet and higher-priced coral
qualit.
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—IS FIRST!

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161

Phone 126

_
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At The Churches

Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, IP a.m.

Hunters Given
New Regulations

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
The men's chorus of the Laymen's League will spend a few
Cootie and opossums may be
moments in rehearsal Sunday
hunted with dogs only during
morning at the opening of the
the month t November, the Didevotional period of the Sunday
rector of the Division of Game
School hour. This period of preBARBEE MEMORIAL
and Fish has announced. Under
paration will be necessary to
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
hunting
regulations
previous
complete plans for the evening
Sunday School, y:45 a.m., It
worship during which the men
have
would
guns
dogs
and
with
C. Ethridge, Supt.
of the church will occupy the
been permitted in December
Midweek Worship, Wednes
choir loft and lead the congre- day, 7 p.m.
and January and all hunting
gational singing.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday,
barred in November. Following
All members and prospective p.m.
recommendations by a group of
members of the CYF are invited
coon hunters, an amendment to
to the supper and evening of CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
these regulations was unanifellowship in the herne of Rev.
The Rev. John T. Cunningham
mously agreed upons;permitting
and Mrs. Collins tonight. Dur- will preach Sunday morning,
the hunting and taking of coons
ing the evening the five stand- Oct. 10, at Cedar Bluff Baptist
and opossums during November
ing committees will consider Church, at 11 o'Clock.
with dogs only. The hunter, un
plans for future activities of the
der the new regulations, will be
members. The group will as- FIRST BAPTIS1'
barred from hunting with a gun
semble at 5:30.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
either the coon or the opossum
•A cordial invitation is extend9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
in November, since the change in
ed to those of the community
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
regulations, was made only so
without a church home to wor6:45 p.m. Training Union.
BEARDEN DRAGGED OFF FIELD—Relief Pitcher Gene Bearden is dragged off field by his ex- that additional time for trainship with us Sunday. Those not
ultant teammates afti they beat Boston, 4-3, (Oct.
to win the 1948 World Series. (AP Wire- ing dogs may be had by the
enroled in a Church School are LEBANON BAPTIST
photo).
coon hunter. Only in the Months
urged to come at 9:45. Help us
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
of December and January may
hold our record above the 200
Services held every second
coons and possums be taken
o'clock
mark! Visitors are always wel- Saturday night at 7:30
with traps and guns.
come.
and Sunday morning at 11
• • •
(Continued from Page One)
o'clock.
have eight days
will
Hunters
Cunningham
Mr.
1906,
In
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
moved to Princeton, where he in which to stalk the deer in
Old Madisonville Road, Rev. CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Kentucky counties this
has lived since. With the Rev. five
William E. Cunningham, pastor David W. Schulherr, minister
By Robert E. Geiger
the subject, because under the
Ramey, he organized Cedar year, the Division of Game and
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
9:45 Sunday School
Washington — Mrs. Elizabeth T. 10th amendment
to the consti- Bluff Baptist Church, and Fish and the State Game and
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
10:45 Morning Worship
Bentley, American-born citizen tution education
is one of the preaches there
every three Fish Commission has announcYoung People's Service 6:00
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
who testified to a Congressional fields clearly
left to the states. weeks. He is still pastor of Oak ed. The season will open NoEvening Service, 7 p.m.
p.m.
committee she had been a Com- The Office
of Education has es- Road Church, in Trigg county. vember 27 and continue through
munist and Russian agent, said tablished no
policy on history
One of the unique things December 4, with the taking of
she never had been taught teaching because
of this consti- about this devoted minister is antlered bucks only being perAmerican history at school.
tutional provision.
that he never took up a collec- mitted.
This touched off a new disBut the Office of Education tion at any of his services, never
The hunting area will consist
cussion among educators and report, called
"Education for set his own salary, and has ac- of Bullitt, Meade, Hardin, Nelothers attempting to determine freedom", says
every American cepted only what his congrega- son and Breckinridge counties,
whether the American educa- should know
the facts of his- tions have offered him.
only shotguns with 00 buckshot
tional system fairly presents tory and especially
FOR WATER BUGS - ROACHES - MOTHS - ANTS
"that our
He has five children, two sons or slugs being permitted. The
American democracy to young federal and
state governments in Oklahoma, one in Memphis, hunter may not use dogs to
Americans.
have doubtless provided more a daughter in Chicago, and an- chase his query, the commission
They argue that it is essential human rights,
to more people, other daughter, Mrs. C. A. Horn, has ruled.
young Americans be taught and over
a longer period of Princeton.
Bow and arrow hunters will
American history and the U. S. time, than has
any other system
To celebrate his 89th birthday, have an additional seven days
constitution. Otherwise, they of government
yet established." the Rev. Mr. Cunningham will to hunt in these counties, their
say, some may be swayed by
It quotes George Washington: preach at Cumberland River season exclusively opening NoThey will be in Princeton Next Thursday, Oct.
emotionalism rather than by
"We ought to deprecate the Church, in Trigg county, the vember 20
a n d continuing
knowledge, away from Ameri- hazard attending
ardent and morning of October 26, and will through December 3. They may
canism toward other political susceptible
minds from being have dinner on the old home continue to hunt during the
philosophies like Communism.
too strongly and too early pre- place.
regular deer hunting season. In
The U. S. Office of Education possessed in favor
of other poliAs for Senator Barkley, Mr. addition to the regular statehas just completed a survey of tical systems before
they are Cunningham remembers him as wide hunting license, a $5 deer
state laws regarding the teach- capable of appreciating
their a good student. "He takes the hunting permit is required. This
ing of history and the U. S. own."
from his mother," he said, "Who permit may be obtained from
constitution.
was a very bright woman."
the offices of the Division of
Dr. Ward W. Keesecker, specTo make a delicious relish,
Game and Fish.
ialist in school legislation, and chop some green peppers
so that
To make horseradish sauce for
Howard Cummins, specialist in yeti have about a cup,
add a cup cold boiled salmon, grate 3 or 4
political science, of the Office of chopped sweet red
pepper? tablespoons of horseradish; gradof Education, say all Oates but and a small onion that
has been ually add it to a half cup of thick
two now require public elemen- finely diced, Put a
eup of vine- cream that has been whipped Mary Agnes Blackburn
tary or high schools to teach gar in a saucepan and
Mary Agnes Blackburn, 87,
bring to with a half teaspoon of salt and
American history.
the boiling point, add a quarter a teaspoon of sugar.
Donaldson community, died at
Three-fourths of the states es- cup of sugar and 4 half
teaspoon . Eggplant makes a good main her home Monday, Oct. 4. She
tablished this requirement by of salt, stir well, and
pour over dish for a supper menu at this was interred in the Morse Cemlaw. In others it is required by the vegetables. Let this
relish time of year; serve it with green etery Wednesday, Oct. 6.
a ruling of the state board of stand for several hours
before lima beans and corn on the cob.
education.
serving it. It may be kept in a Add a salad to the menu and a Ben J.
Dawson
The survey says that the two refrigerator for several
days fruit cobbler dessert and you
Ben J. Dawson, 88, died at
that do not have either a legal longer.
have a hearty meal.
the home of his daughter, Mrs
or a regulatory provision for
Josie Quertermous, in Fredonia,
American history are Colorado
Saturday morning at 9 o'clock.
and Michigan — although in
He had been ill of pneumonia
Michigan the teaching of civics,
for several days. Other survivwhich presumably includes some
ors are a daughter, Mrs. Ada
American history, is required.
Smith, Corbin, and son Earnest
In addition, the survey showDawson, Detroit. The body was
ed that all of the states except
taken to Louisville Sunday for
four have laws requiring elefuneral and burial Monday. Mrs.
mentary school instruction conJosie Quertermous, and sons,
cerning the U. S. constitution.
Euclid and Charles. accompanThe four lacking such a requireied the remains there.
ment are Kentucky, Maryland,
Texas and Vermont
Vermont.
:
But all the states
Kentucky, Maryland and MississipPhone 87
Agent
pi require the teaching of the
COMPLETE INSURANCE
constitution in high schools. Ann
even in Kentucky and Maryland,
Phone 31
where the laws are lacking,
there is a state board rule that
the constitution shall be taught.
The situation changes at the
college level. Only seven states
have laws requiring college
courses in history and 22 require the teaching of the constitution.
Fourteen states require that
private schools teach U. S. history in elementary and high
school grades, and 26 require
private schools to provide classes in the constitution.
Dr. Keeseeker says many of
the state laws and regulations
requiring the teaching of Arherican history were placed in et MAKE A DATE RIGHT NOW FOR US TO PUT
feet between 1923 and 1929. Pat
riotic and other organizations
YOUR FARM MACHINES IN SHAPE TO WORK!
campaigned for them.
Therefore Americans
older
Right now—ahead of season—is the time for you to be
than Mrs. Bentley, who is 36
planning to get every farm machine and every piece of
and has a college education,
easily might not have been reequipment in shape.
quired to study the two sub
jets. But most younger people
We make the planning easy. Just drop in or call
us.
undoubtedly have been giveli
Together we can determine the dates and arrangethe outline and fundamentals.
We can supply you with a complete line of
There are no federal laws on
ments for putting your machines in first-class running
order.
Standard Oil Products, Also Crown and

Always remove wash from the unnecesssity
line as soon as it in glrv to save I wind,
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Rev. Cunningham

Deaths - Funerals

HODGE MOTOR SALES AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

Avoid costly breakdowns in the field. Let us service

Experienced mechanics! Latest tools and equipment!
And factory-standard IH Parts! Don't delay! See or

Let our expert mechanic give your car a

Plans were discusse
meet to
te othisbe
gorefirnotb°1111
L
I wilbetiticahhtostt,:and

Lazy-Bones Flexible Shank
Oxfords give your Feet ideas.
They want to hop—skip—
and jump. Lazy-Bones' are
constructed to invigorate and
refresh your feet. Even a few
steps will show you why these
flexible Shank Oxfords are
the mewed thrill in footwear.
Come in and Igo us show you.

AcouJoqtabl.height on iimi
heel—a flexible, dampproof sole, and th•y art
unlined and smooth inside•
to avoid pinching or cramping your feet.

Compfete Engine Repair Service

Whether it is one truck, a fleet or your personal
car, come to us! We have the most complete fa-

cilities for all kinds of repairs! Expert mechanics,
immediate service. Low rates. And we're al-

"Winter Check-Up"

call us
,
TODAYI

MADISONVILLE ST.
W. Main Street

ninA
g isatyirn.e
oran
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y 25 me
an
t_rloufeekss
iy sil aandpoP
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g
lClubfat
*aCluboeetrser
amet at the
n Annex

Mark Cunningham

For mechanical work, welding, body
work, painting, tire service and
general repairing.

your machines ahead of seasori, and save you money.
All work done in our shop is top-quality work.

3
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Paco Seven
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barrett,
N. Harrison street, .on the birth
of a son, Bradley Lynn, October 8, at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Barrett is the former Wanda Jones,
• • •

Phone 50

children who complete the
of your mother.
le part of the sun, part
,se light and the day.
after the song is done,
reniember the strigers
greed to pass this way.
remember the boy's
hke a quick brook, cool,
sun as it enters the
pool,
little girl's words, unand shy
first notes of birds as
sau to the waking sky.
ler the young song the
,f the mother--and the leaf are there
; singing,
the flower of love castshadow of music
;.. the morning air.
Sara Van Alstyne Allen

bl•Waldo&
a il•sible, lap
sells eget them is
and wool 1.1
pinch*srsat
leas
art Salestios

.fumes
Helen Louise Feagin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otha Feagin,
of San Bernardino, calif., became the bride of William 011ver James, son of Mr. and Mrs.
13. H. James, also of San Bernardino, Saturday, Oct. 2, at
the Asistencia Mission de San
Gabriel, Redlands, Calif. The
Rev. Robert L. Dougherty 1ficia ted.
The bride wore a gabardine
suit of aqua blue, with accessories of brown, and had two white
orchids in her corsage. She was
escorted to the altar by her father, and attended by Miss Fern
Erlene Vickers also of San Bernardino, who was attired in a
gray gabardine suit with accessories in black and had a corsage of pink rose buds. The
bridegroom's
brother,
Die k
James, served as best man.
Following the ceremony, a reception was given at the home
of the bride's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. James left immediately for
a week-end honeymoon at Club
San Moritz, Crestline, Calif..
and returned to make their
home with the bride's parents
for the present. The bridegroom
is an employe of the Sante Fe
Railway Co. They both . attend-

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland,
Jr., Marlon Road, on the birth
,f a son, Roy. Irvin, October 4,
at the Madisonville Hospital. i
Mrs. Rowland is the former
Louise Hobgocsd, of Dawson
Springs.
• • •

ed
San
Bernardino
I . s
School, t he . bride graduating in '47.
The bride formerly lived here
with her parents.

Woodall - Nichol

Mr. and Mrs. William G. Mc
Reverend and Mrs. Edward C.
Connell, W. Main street, on the
Woodall, of P embr o lee, anbirth of a son, William Bruce,
nounce the marriage of their
October 7, at Princeton Hospital.
daughter, Iris, to William H.
Mrs. McConnell is the former
Nichol, son of Mrs. W. Hugh
Dorothy Coleman.
Nichol, of Hopkinsville. The
• • •
marriage was solemnized on OcMr. and Mrs. Raymond Jentober 4, at Rector, Ark., with
kins, Old Fredonia Road, on
the Reverend J. 0. Young ofthe birth of a daughter, Carol
ficiating. Mr. ,and Mrs. Jesse
Ann, October 4, at Riverside'
Landrus, of Rector, were
he
Hospital, Paducah. Mrs. Jenonly attendants.
kins is the former Rachel Owen.
After a bridal trip to Mexico
• • •
arid California, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Walker,
Nichols will be at home in Hop
Dawson Springs, on the birth
kinsville.
if a daughter, Patricia Ann,
solicitinis—undersecielars
The bride formerly resided WRAir FOR SECRETARY
October 7. Mrs. Walker is the
P.
Lovett
(left)
places
Secretary
of
State
George
C.
Marshall's
here with her parents.
former Eva Louise Varble, of
coat over the diplomat's shoulders as he stands in the rain at
Princeton.
Washington, (Oct. 11) talking to the press before boarding the
• S •
Lisanbys Celebrate
W Club
Independence for flight back to Paris for resumption of negotiaMr. and Mrs. J. N. Martin,
proximately 25 members
Golden Wedding
tions for world peace. (AP Wirephoto)
Paducah, on the birth of a son,
e Business and Professional
The Princeton Hotel was the
Richard Eugene, six pounds and
at
the
Club
met
Censky, W. Main street.
en's
scene for an enjoyable dinner
12 ounces, on October 12. Mrs.
• • •
Presbyterian Annex Monparty October 5, honoring Mr
is the former June
Mr. Owen Cash, Dallas, Tex., Martin
night for a pot-luck dinand Mrs. R. W. Lisanby on their
Huston Hatler, student at visited his sister, Mrs. M. L. O'Hara of Princeton, and grandPlans were discussed for
Golden Wedding anniversary.
College, George- Kinsolving, and Mr. Kinsolving, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ErGeorgetown
regional meet to be held
The table was beautifully de- town, spent last week-end with here last week-end, enroute to
nest Childers.
ammoth Cave this weekcorated with a large centerpiece his parents, the Rev. and Mrs. Detroit, where he is visiting
to which the Princeton
of golden yellow roses in a cry- H. G. M. Hatter, W. Main street. other relatives.
Chives, grown in a pot on a
will be host, and it was from the local club would at- stal bowl. From the center,
• • •
window still, will add flavor
16 Members tend.
that
rted
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore V/
Rumsey Taylor was in Oxstreamers of gold ribbon bore
and Mrs. Berdie Moore return- fond,
Miss., , last
week-end, to many dishes. Use it in Rusgreetings to each guest's place.
ed Sunday from Oxford ,Miss., Where he officiated in the Van- sian Dressing, in an omelet, in
Present were the honorees, where they attended the Ole- derbilt-Ole Miss football game. cottage cheese mixed with sour
their two sons, Commonwealth Miss-Vanderbilt football game
cream, and in a mixed vegetable
Attorney Alvin Lisanby, C ity and celebration of 100th anniMisses Beulah Hood and Ruth salad.
College.
Miss
of
Ole
versary
Attorney Gordon Lisanby, two
Nelson, of Moline, Ill., are the
• • •
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
daughters-in-law and the two
Shirts should be fastened to
Mrs. R. H. Dalzell has return- Hood and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
youngest grandchildren, Rose' ed from Lexington after a
the clothesline by the tail, since
Taylor.
and Barbara Ann.
week's visit to her father, who
• • • •
wear at this point will show up
Congratulations by wire were un4etwent a major operation
"Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hood and least.
re.
received from the o ther two
Your favorite 14-gore
Miss Joan Watson, student at little son, David, of Oklahoma
grandsons, Charles Lisanby; of Georgetown College, George- City, Okla., were recent guests
Cream snappy yellow cheese
Classic by Demi-Tasse
New
York
City,
and
Midshiptown,
spent last week-end with of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. with a little cooking sherry.
in the New-Look length
man James W. Lisanby 2-c, of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. A. Hood, Washington street.
put in a small colorful pottery
• • •
• More flattering Ass ever
Watson, Route 6.
Annapolis, Maryland.
/Mrs.
• • •
/
I
John F. White, Cadiz, jar, cover and allow the flavors
with Its new longer length
Mrs. to blend in the refrigerator for
Mesdames Charles Ratliff and spent Wednesday with
• Smooth lines to slim yam,
several days. Then serve as a
William S. Rice have returned Gracean M. Pedley.
Rose And Garden Club
figure
spread for crackers with a cookThe Princeton Rose nad Gar- from Manitou, Colo., where
• Softly shirred shoulders and
several months.
Everybody reads The Leader! ed vegetable salad.
den Club met Thursday, Oct. they spent • • •
action back to give fluency
Library.
8,
at
George
Coon
to your every motion
Mesdames William S. Rice
Mr. A. M. Harv111 led an in• Versetile notched collar.
and Dique Eldred and Misses
discussion
on
shrubteresting
Prudence Polk and Katharine
cuffed bodice pockets /Ad
bery.
Garrett were visitors in Hoppearly stud buttons
Flower ribbon winners for kinsville Monday.
• All the beauty of line and
• • •
the month were R. S. Gregory,
precision tailoring that you
Mrs.
John Ed Young
and
Mr.
first; Mrs. R. S. Gregory, sechave come to expect of
are spending this week in BradJ.
Rosenthal,
ond;
and
Mrs.
J.
interDEMI-TASSE . . .
enton, Fla., where they accomthird for dahlia specimens. Dr panied his father, W. F. Young,
preted in • [uxorious Plied
home after spending the sumEngelhardt
was
first
for
C.
F.
Yarn Rayon Crepe ia ww•
color arrangement; Mrs. Dique mer in Fredonia.
• • •
NS +ones of Slack Brown.
Satterfield, second; and Mrs.
Green or Blum. SIM 1444
Mesdames William Pickering,
Allison Akin, third.
/
2.
to 241
Rumsey Taylor and F. T. LinThe local club will be feder- ton spent Saturday in Nashville,
Furnish you full and complete vitaated into the Garden Club of Tenn., where they visited Jo Ann
min requirements in one small capstylect end oissaisiiiiKentucky at Owensboro Octo- Pickering and Bob Taylor, stusule.... Vitamins A —B1
dents at Vanderbilt University.
Junior Woman el Illese bet
(G)—
of
members
21.
A
group
ber
• • •
live of tame
C—D and the B Complex factors so
will attend this State meeting.
Mrs. Jimmy Landis, Fredonia,
essential to health, better bone and
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
muscle development—better nerves
Dumplings are an inexpensive Mrs. W. L. Mays, Hopkinsville
and increased energy. Ask your
stretcher for stewed chicken; street.
• • •
Nyal Druggist for Goyim Capsules—
sprinkle well with chopped fresh
v Mrs. M. L. Orange is visiting
parsley just before serving.
her daughter, Mrs. Alberta
Bottle of 100
Poole, in Jackson, Miss.
• • •
hanging the family
When
wash, hang the articles straight
Miss Katharine Garrett and
and by their strongest parts to Mrs. Blair Burleigh were in
Evansville Thursday where they
make them last longer.
Phone 1
met Mr. Burleigh, who arrived
Princeton. HP.
via plane from Birmingham,
Pin dresses to the wasbline by Mich. He will accompany Mrs.
seams or waistbands unless they Burleigh home after a visit to
her mother, Mrs. Shell Smith,
are dried on hangers.
and cousin, Miss Garrett.
• • •
Men's All-Wool
Flavor hard sauce with lemon
Little Reva Ann Finkel, Mayrind and lemon juice and serve field, is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Gabardine. Sharkskin
with apple brown betty.
Saul Pogrotsky, and Mr. Pogrot-

When making muffins try adding raisins or chopped figs or
dates to thg batter. Sprinkle
tops with sugar and cinnamon
before baking.

Cream a little butter or margarine, add a disks of salt, sugar
and finely gratFel onion. Spread
this mixture ill tomato halves
and broil.

Try Leader Classified Ads

They get results!

Now In A (Moil 'rime To

ORDER

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

SELECTIONS ARE COMPLETE
AVOID THE RUSH
DELIVERY WHEN YOU WISH

50 For $1.00
AND UP

0 1114,cfJ
R DT E'S
LUGGAGE

GIFTS
Hopkinsville

WALLPAPER

ASK FOR NOCTURNE,
the enchanting new dusky
shade in Humming Birds
... the most-asked-for nylons.

15 Denier

. $1.95

30 Denier

. $1.35

"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

CORNER DRUG STORE

for the younger clan
sport shirts by

TOPCOATS
in
blue stripes, solid
browns.
Every boy needs at least
one plaid shirt ... like a
Kaynee highland plaid in
warm, washable flannel,
with easy,strain-free fit. Sturdy
fabrics and careful sewing to
appeal to the thrifty "Scotch"
in every mothes Sizes 4 to 12

Better

41

dressesd men find
that it pays to buy
hard worsted suits and topcoats. Shop FEDERATED
before you buy!

We can

save you money on your

sheer—without fear

new fall suit and topcoat.

Suits
37.50 to 45.00

One Of Our Many

stockin§ budgeteer

Overcoats

a seamless nylon

19.95 to 35.00
for long wear

FASHIONS
This half-size dress of
Labtex Tebra Rayon, as
featured in the October
Charm. We have it in
brown, grey and green

at
black,
Sizes

18tS to 24.

ARNOLD'S
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 28

Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

Princeton, Kentucky

$1.65
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What It Means:

More„Knowledge
Of Soil Needed

The Price Support Program
By Robert E. Geigei
could be separated out the govWahington — How much has ernment would just about break
the government price support even on them.
program cost you, or saved you,
As the price support program
as a taxpayer and consumer?
now operates it guarantees the
This has become one of the farmer, before his crop is plantconstroversial questions of the ed, a price estimated to net him
presidential campaign. Political a reasonable return. If the marspeechmakers are Lttempting to ket price at the time the farmer
relate the program to the price sells is below what the governof a can pf beans or a sack of ment guaranteed, he may get a
spuds.
loan from the government or
Nobody has an accurate an- sell to government agencies at
swer. Here's why:
the guaranteed price.
The Commodity Credit CorThus the government has acporation (iC0C), which handles quired large quantities of comthe price
support program, modities. It disposes of these
shows a "profit" of $135,343,751 commodities at the most tailorsince 1933 (excluding "consumer able price it can. It may take
subsidies", of which more later). a loss or it may make a profit.
But the corporation handles
Here's what the books of the
other commodities besides those Commodity Credit Corporation
it acquires in price support pro- shows:
grams, and until recently acBetween 1933 and June 30,
counts weren't separated. Bil- 1948, the corporation had a net
lions of dollars worth of com- loss of $1,968,848,550. But includmodities have been handled ed in this was a loss of $2,104,since 1933, when COC was 192,301 that was paid out in conset up.
sumer subsidies.
One top executive says it's
These consumer subsidy losses
his best estimate that if all the cccured during the war. At that
transactions that were definite- time there were price ceilings
ly
price support
operations on many articles. Some of these

Phone 611

WOOD DRUG STORE

was taken. In 1840, only 40
The following programa from
the College snif Agriculture and cent of the total pepalajim
Home Economics, University of found to be literate
Kentucky, are scheduled to be
given daily at 12:45 p.m. over radio station WHAS: Oct. 18, Carl
Clifton, "Lessons Learned From
Dairy Herd Improvement
Work," Oct. 19, S. C. Jones,
You can't get it by wl
"Use and Application of Limesone," Oct. 20, Robert H. Ford,
After your home's on Ii
"Farm Newscast," Oct. 21, P.
E. Karraker, "Plan to Save MaGet It Here
nure", and Oct. 22, "Questions
from Farm People". At 11:30
a.m., Oct. 23, Mrs. Pearl J.
Where the Golden Ru
Haak will discuss "Canning the
Culls."
Applies.

Washington — Better-fed people through better understand
ing of soil types and their productive capacities. That was the
program called for at the meeting here of the Americashissaelation for the Advancement of
Science by Prof. William A. Albrecht of the University of Mis
sauri.
Early waves of pioneer settlers, and even the bison they
drove before them, unconsciously recognized something of the
sort, the speaker pointed out.
The- pioneers turned their backs be good for us—and we shall
on the thin, cut-over soils of the have to learn to like them
Atlantic seaboard and pushed
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
across the heavy clays of the
eastern interior out onto the
4OIAIT5 FOR
rich prairie grasslands, which
the bison had always preferred
Now, with mechanized, one
IONG 111STANCf
crop farming, we are in danvr
of producing little but energyContact
foods (sugar and starches), negJAMES D. MASHBURN
lecting the high-protein ration Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.
necessary for the best health,
Prof. Albrecht declared. A more
thorough study of crop ecology
based on soils, and a more varied agriculture stressing protein
production, he declared, is our
greatest present land-use need.
There is no inherent, instinctive basis for our choice of
foods, Dr. Margaret Mead, anthropologist of the American
Museum of Natural History told
the meeting. We learn What to
like from our parents and our
associates, and our preferences
are subject to change from generation to generation. This she
regards as fortunate, because it
is probable that present and future nutritional researchs will
turn up many things that will

Insurance

C. A. Woodall

Clipper

TORNADO WRECKAGE IN FLORIDA—A Pompano, Fla family looks at the wreckage of its home
after a tornado swept through the town, destroying 15 residences. Water which was more than
ankle deep hampered salvaging what was left of their belongings. The tornado was one of three
which came from the tropical hurricane that whipped through Cuba and parts of Florida, iniuring
several persons. (AP Wirephoto)

articles couldn't be sold at the
ceiling price if the producer was
to make a reasonable return. So
By Miss Nola Wilson
the government 'held the ceiling
Farmers
have been
busy
price at which goods were sold working in hay and gathering
to the public, but the producer corn.
Sunday School had an attenreceived a higher price than the
retail ceiling justified. The gov- dance of 34.
Sunbeam class had five presernment suffered the loss. Government officials say this cannot ent after Sunday School.
Several of our people have
be considered a farm price supbeen going to doctors lately but
port transaction.
, Subtracting the consumer sub- we are glad all are up now.
Mr. Burness Jewell can walk
sidy losses, the corporation comes
out with a $135,343,751 profit on some after being hurt but can't
its other transactions, including raise his arm yet.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Cravens
price support items.
CCC officials say it is difficult are the proud parents of a
to sea an exact figure on total daughter named Virginia Cathgovernment price support op- erine.
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers visited
erations.
The corporation bought a n d relatives in Princeton recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Mitchell,
sold commodities for lend-lease
,and performed other transac- of Madisonville, Mr. and Mrs.
tions. But the officials say their Reginald Catlett and little son
breakdown of transactions is as called on Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
accurate and fair as it is possible Lacy Sunday afternoon.
Miss Maurine Rogers, from
to make.
These officials acknowledge Murray College, spent Saturday
they have lost some substantial night and Sunday at home here.
Mrs. Aaron Rogers and Mrs.
sums while supporting the prices
of some commodities, notably Clint Ladd visited Mrs. Claud
potatoes. On the other hand, Storms and family Monday afthey have made substantial pro- This is due from the secretary
fits on some articles, notably of the treasury on the Economic
cotton.
Cooperation Administration
The government balance sheet (Marshall Plan) program. Corshowing a profit of $135,343,751 poration officials say these ECA
for the OCC includes all the operations should not be considcosts of administering the pro- ered as part of the price support
gram. It also includes a deduc- program
but as a function
tion of $36,458,054 as a reserve to of RCA.
pay losses on inventories on hand
If this $55,768,386 item is writJune 30, 1948.
ten off as price support it still
There is another item of $55,- leaves the corporation with a
768,386 included in the profit. profit of $79,575,365.

Pleasant Grove

Prescriptions

, October 14, 1
.,,--,-----mmeormooee.eeeeeme
ThursdaLr
rgmmEmem—,
When the first U. 8. I
College Radio Schedule

ternoon.
Mrs. Zora Wilson, Miss Maurine Rogers, Mrs. Ernest Lacy,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd called
at Nola Wilson's Sunday.
Bobby Jean Ladd spent Tuesday night with Irene Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Croft
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenza Hensley and family visited
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Farris
Sunday.
Mr. S. S. Croft is visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Jim Brummit
and family at Friendship.
Mrs. Herbal Rogers and children, of Hopkinsville, visited
Mrs. Annie Rogers and family
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eury Jewell and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Via-gil
Jewell, of Hopkinsville, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jewell and
family Sunday.
I have been telling about my
tall stalk of okra. It measures
11 feet and 3 inches high now.
Mrs. Graves Newsom has a
sunflower that measures 13 feet.
The head measures 14 inches in
diameter.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers
visited Mrs. Rose Storms and
family Sunday.

A red salmon, marked by the
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries in
Alaskan waters in May, and
caught 44 days later in a Siberian stream, was found to have
traveled 1,300 miles in that
time.
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Women's W

When you start to harvest with
NEW IDEA Picker, your corn
into the crib fast. Famous for th
clean picking and thorough h
big. the speed of these reliable
chines Is backed by their dope
ability. Thu* out for repairs or
jusernents Is reduced to a minim
They have a reputation for fin'
tIi. lob in a hurry. Universal
quickly hooked up
to any make and
model of tractor.

RADIO
Repair

October

emakers St
So

NEW IDEA
CORN PICKERS

S
The envelope of atmosphere
over the earth weighs about 5L'2
million billion tons.
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YOUNG HARDWARE & IMP. CO.
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"It's for you, Mary...
take it up in your room"

NOTICE!
TAX
PAYERS

Illinois Confral

Extension telephones
n easv-to-get-to
places save time and
steps, *fiord privacy
on the telephony.

clocto/74 aid,
This is a picture of a Ire( kle-faced youngster who isn't sick
—not now. A potentially serious ailment has been turned
into a quickly forgotten incident by an alert mother, the

TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS

family doctor and a hit of sulfa. The Illinois Central also
should have been in the photo. For it handles millions of
tons of health-restoring freight, from raw materials—such as
the coal that yields sulfa—to the myriad medical items and
other things that make your corner druggist's a health department store.

GOOD HEALTH AND GOOD LIVING
You and your druggist take for granted an
ample supply of everything from aspirin
and tooth paste to fresh vaccines and penicillin. That his shelves carry items coming
from the Orient, a Latin American tree or
a coal mine is not his concern or yours. But
transporting these essentials to good health
and good living is our concern. By doing
our job well we strive to earn the continued
friendship and patronage of you and your
romniunity.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN

LINE

OF

W. A. JOHNSTON

President

Now Enjoy
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute,Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the Tax Commissioner beginning August 2and have same listed."

in any toom in your home
An extension telephone saves time, steps
and trouble. It improves your service
and makes your telephone more valuable
by increasing its usefulness. Extension
telephones can now be installed in homes
at small cost. You don't need to write us
or conic to the office. Just call our Buslness Office,
IN API IM/ROINCI

MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

MID-AMEIIICA

Extension Telephone Conven;ene

An estension telephone at your bednid•
affords comfort and protection.

Order. for main telephone service art sometimes
stelayod because of shortages of central office and
ntAor osnispinanst, soksok ars not involved ill tlio
Ow/to/lotion ot strtinision telephones. That's Why
you can now get estessice telephones, though
there may still be delays at furnishing main telephone eervice.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED
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Lexington, S. C. — AP
— The
Lexington Confe
derate Monumore
ment
stora
get
ge
space
apparently is none
OA to
the
worse for wear
lie better use of that o
despite two
move
s since 1866.
been
under
consi
In
dera
has
the most
recent move the tall
stone that
by members of homernak was broke
n into 11 pieces
and
dubs in Union county th moved to
the grounds of a
new
year. Some of the result county court house.
county-wide study wer
Among many
improvements
when 56 women visi ned
for.
five homes, noting kitchen noted in
the
home of Mrs. Neal
old bathroom storage faQuirey was her
I?-type kitchen
said Hume Agent Helen plann
ed with three work
cen•
ters. Removable
shelves, parti'Henry Dossett had clos- tions,
files
and
racks
make it
ilt between two bedrooms, possible
for het to reach
shelves and shoerack bearticles
without moving other
s in her
provided in each. In the
kitchen cabinets.
occupied by two daughters,
Mrs. Joe Green
well, whose
for books, sport clothes, house has
sufficient closets, made
.ind the like was plan- them
more useful with
accessor
ies. Included
were
sho es a c ks, shoulderet
tes, garmens
bags and covered
hat boxes. A
feature of a closet
built over the
basement steps was
its floor
raised 18 inches to
HOPKINSVILLE space over the stairs. give head
Storage space in a large
bath-
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Confederate Monument
Is Good Traveler

excluaively yours
basorporated)

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem

this Agency, Service implies all that it shou
ld.
icient and constant courteous atte
ntion to the
requirements of my clients.
.m representing strong reliable Stock Com
pas. or your Farm, City, Life and Automobile
-Mince

uronce,

BEAR ON THE LOOSE—The national
bear hound trials at Cadillac, Mich.
, turned into a bear hunt
when the animal (right), which was chain
ed to the end of the course, slipp
ed his noose and ambled
off across the field. After a half-mile
chase, men and dogs, including
those shown closing In on Mr.
Bruin, recaptured the runaway. Handl
ers then slipped another chain
on the bear and took him
back to his post. (AP Photo)

To Help Women Learn
About United Nations

Ky. Farm News
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SEE or CALL

BUSCH CUMMINS, Insurance
106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 248

any Survive Cower
According to the State Health*
)epartment in Connecticut, 61
ou cent of cancer patients were
litre one Year after treatment
nd nearly 40 percent survived.

Needs Volunteers
(Inc million volunteers are
needed by the American Cancer
Society to carry out its program
of education, service and research. Recruits should apply at
the local ACS office.

Indiana Harbor, Ind.
AP —
A huge steel blast furnace wen'
traveling here to make a savin
About 60 farm reservoirs have
g
on pig iron production.
een completed in Bullitt county
Moose are this continent's 'larThe wandering furnace re- o provi
de water for livestock. gest game animal. Because their
placed an old smaller one
diet sometimes 'consists of hardat the
Youngstown Sheet dc Tube
Carl Cotton of Southern Madi- wood shrubs and twigs, the AlCo.
center here. It had to be
put .,on-Rockeastle counties primed gonquin' called them "wood
on the same site. But
to tear over 1,000 pounds of F 17 and eaters."
down the old one, and
y. 52 tobacco.
then
build the new would take up
to
five months' time.
It is expected that several
The problem was solved
with farmers in Menifee county will
the aid of the Eichleay
Corp., a have corn yields of more than
Pittsburg construction firm
spec- 100 bushels to the acre.
ializing in moving heavy
things.
It once moved a nine-story
Claude Newman, Daviess countelephone building 52 feet,
and ty dairyman, bought a young
turned it at a right angle
, while bull, the son of Gardenville Coremployes kept on worki
onation's King, which sold last
ng.
The steel shell of the
new year for $45,000.
furnace WAS built on
a steel
trestle, 131 feet away from
the
EXIBA (ASIA
old furnace. The old
IHROUGli
one kept WWI
producing until the new
furStE
nace was ready. Then
it was
D011IkR
dismantled and the found
ation
al Bill
remodeled.
100
al? 'IOU,
The new furnace then
was
moved in, travelling the
Honwcraft* Circular Saw
131
feet in two hours and
Too awe H snemy -toys
40 min— eelay emel searrorly
utes. It was pulled along
the
gres-eisse, and other meek thy ze_Ie
cei
z.
trestle over round steel
With wesestesness, thee moire
rollers.
Sara Muth gaud mil eszl•lzWc
.6
The furnace shell and
—ai
its tratherm psth Meer /oath si
car
regathaars beth ea rpm thaareq.
velling platform weighed
550
the zale3,zragigl $31.95
tons, and was 187 feet high.
ii.d.'11"`y:Li bar
Once in place, the furna
ce
*IONA leat see.IP. aIPM. OIL
was gently lotvered
41
/
2 feet
down upon its permanent
column supports, with the
aid of
120 jacks. It was opera
ting 95
days after the old one had
stopped producing. The movin
g job
saved an estimated two
months'
Get the money from vs to
production of pig iron.
meet any financial emeosenThe same kind of moving was
You'll appreciate our
cy
done with a smaller furna
ce at
prompt, friendly service.
Youngstown, Ohio, in 1942
during the war.
Prized amazingly i"wt
ilemecraft• Scroll Saw by Dam
Several species of plant aphid
s
I. tool you have every right so be
re known as "ant cows".
proud of; It's sturdy. It's goodThe
looking. he rade by the leading
nts carry them about and
•
market, Princeton
probuilder of borne shop tool. — Deists.
George
Woodruff, Mgr.
ect them, consuming a secretion
\Whether you work with wood,
octal, or plead., you obtain secrecy
Phu. 479
f fluid which they yield.
with ease and Saisq.

DELTA
POWER TOOLS

Tom Baldwin, Jr., of Madison
county harvested 225 bushels of
balbo rye from five acres, the
Washington — A campaign to a state
government, you would
highest yield ever made in the
arouse citizens to learn more turn to the
services which it percounty.
about the United Nations and forms.
When it comes to Oa
A plot of corn sprayed with
how they can help to strengthen coining of
money, interstate 2,4-D and given only one cultiit has been launched by the commerce
or the mails, you look vation with a rotary hoe on the
League of Women Voters of the beyond
state boundaries and S. D. Powell farm in Henderson county, will yield about 75
United States through its 630 your needs
are met by the govbushels to the'acre.
local groups. In announcing the ernment of your nation."
In Mercer county farmers savrelease of a new publication,
Saying that many of our
-The Citizen and the United Na-, problems today extend beyon ed about $300,000 over last year
u by controlling
tobacco diseases.
tions", Miss Anna Lord Strauss, national frontiers, the
booklet
Hybrid corn in Pike county
president of the national organ- says "we have reached the
poin• withstood high
winds, while
ization, says the women of this where regulation between
na- open-pollinated
varieties fired
country believe the job the UN tions is necessary." To the
per- and twisted.
is performing "has to be done." son who says ''There is nothi
ng
More than 98 percent of soil
The League—a non-partisan I can do to help the United
Na- tests made in
Union county
organization established in 1920 tions", the booklet replie
s:
to encourage citizens participa1. Elect a President, two sena- showed the need of additional
phosp
hate.
to encourage citizen participation tors and a congressman commi
tApproximately 700 sheep in
in government — will dis- ted to strong United States
sup- Simpson count
y were dipped in
local leagues. The booklet ac- port of the UN. 2. Make know
n a portable sheep dippi
ng vat
knowledges that to most eft': to the President, the secre
tary operated by the
county Farm
rens the UN seems far removed of state and the heads of other
Bureau.
from every day happenings. Yet, departments your approval
or
Ola Boston of Taylor county
it adds, the reasons for having disapproval of United State
s primed 2,000 pounds of
tobacco.
a United Nations are not so policies which affect the
UN.
Jesse Howard, 4-H'er in Harvery different from the familiar Urge the executive and legisl
a- din county, raised 10 pigs
from
reasons for having local, state tive branches of the government
one sow, the official weight on
and national governments here to act, in both domestic and
for- the 165th day being
225 pounds
at home.
eign policies, in the spirit
of each
It says for instance that if you the UN charter, and in fulfillwere asked "Why does your ment of our obligations as
a
town have a government?" you member of the UN. •Urge your
would reply that people in your congressman and senators
to
community have certain needs support particular bills, inclu—fire protection, public educa- ing appropriations, which are
tion, police protection. "In go- necessary to the successful oping on to explain why you have eration of the UN. 5. Work in
your community to spread unroom was made possible when derst
anding of the UN, its probnn old-style tub was removed lems
and its needs.
midway along the wall in order that a closet with drawers
Rocky Mountain goats are not
and shelves could be built at goats
at all, but a type of anteeither end. Then the tub was lope.
They belong to the ox fammodernized with tile, in lins ily.
When alarmed they travel
with the closets.
at a stiff gallop but their custoIn the new home of Mrs. Ray- mary
gait is a casual shuffle.
mond Jones, the group observed
closets with raisel floors to preThe average barometric presvent dust entering under the sure
at sea level is 29.921 inches
door.
c.,f mercury.

What to do for woman's
oldest
problem, functional monthly
pain?
Many•girl and woman hail
found
the answer in CAll/11.8 2-way
You me. Casten may make help.
things
lots water for you in either
of two
ways: (1) started 3 days
before
"Your time" and taken as direct
ed
on the label, it should help
relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like•tonic.
It should improve your appeti
te,aid
digestion, and thus help build
up
resistance for the trying daya
to
come. CAIDIII ia scientifically nres
pared and scientifically tested
. If
you suffer "at those certain times"
.
9.

INSURANCE #

Blasi Furnace
Goes Traveling
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INTRODUCING

The Alumi.
BuiltGarage

AT

PENNEY'S

PAY CASH ... CARRY IT ...

in single and double sizes.
Its Outstanding Features-•Low First Cost
•Practically No Main-

r

See the Homecreft lb°
Scroll Saw hare soon-

C. A. WOODALL
Sole Agent for the Continental Fire
Insurance Company's Farm Department in several counties in this area
including Caldwell County,also represents The Equitable Life Assrance
Society of New York, the American
Eagle Fire Insrance Company, The
Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Company, The Niagara Fire Insurance Company,The Great American Fire Insurance Company, and
The World Fire and Marine Insurance
Company, and the Fidelity and Casualty Company of New York. Independent Life and Accident for Hospitalization.

SEE US FOR SAFE AND
SOUND PROTECTION

or CALL 54

$34.95

retiquarfere far Weeetworkhog Sweglaw
s
•vrwas ra re. v. I. rat Is.
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SAWS
LATHES
JOINTERS
JIG-SAWS
METAL
LATHES
-:- DRILL
PRESSES
-:- ELECTRIC.
DRILLS
A

TOOL

FOR

EVERY USE

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Co.
(Incorporated)

tenance
•Modern Design
xtension telseolel
n easy-te-get-t°

•Precut and dessigned

laces olive Woe And
ps, afford prioal
n the telePhono•

for Owner Erection in
a Few Hours
No waste--All pieces
fit accurately.
•1 -piece Aluminum Overhead Door
• All Surfaces of Reynolds Lifetime Alumi-
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You'll appreciate its
unaffected, honest good
looks, its curving yoke, deep set

Weatherboard

Children's Shoes

• • . the easy air of this smartly tailored coat.
In Pure wool Venetian sheen covert. Sizes 7 to 15.

Suitable for Small Offices,

It's ours exclusively

Farm Buildings or Storage. i

Wicarson

Growing feet are a Penney problem. We solve It with
our ALL. LEATHER shoes at LOW PRICES. Look!
Girls' 'school-deem oxford in russet, 12543, A. B, C.
Buys' scuffle's tip shoe in brown. 12343, A, B. C. D.
Boys' scuffleo• tip high shoe, sizes 12543, B, C. D.
Tito saws* shoes corn* In silos $1,412

for 3.911

Evergreen Shrubbery
and Hedges
We have Bedding Pansies, Forget
-Me-Nots,
English Daisies, Hardy Chrysthan
semums,
Sweet Williams.
Good Colors in Bedding Phlox
Skit

and Roofing
Also Cabins - Small Cottages and Utility Buildings

Shoulders! You'll like the well-belted waistline

Ready Now To Set Out

American Blue Spruce For
Specimen Plants.

COME AND SEE USI
Write

or

Coll

H.Raymond Mann
619 So. Seminary

Phone 53-W
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Families Advised
On Food Problems

439,451 pounds of fruits, 297,725
pounds of vegetables, and 1,258,1145 pounds of meat were reported dried; 1,068,647 pounds of
fruit; 17,059,490 pounds of vegetables, and 142,286 pounds of
meat were reported stored; and
393,068 pounds of fruits, 374,326
of vegetables, and 2,604,706 of
meat were reported frozen.
Butter-making methods were
improved by 2,849 families and
cheese-making by 2,665 families.
The amount of cottage cheese reported made by improved method:, was 25,555 porinds; American cheese, 1,545 pounds; and
butter, 82,982 pounds. Approximately 4,900 women worked on
such food and nutrition prob-

Recipe Of Week

friendship News

your main dish
to cut down on the meat bil,
County home demonstration
A concentrated protein, it reagents . and field agents of the
quires only a vegetable, salad
College of Agriculture and Home
and dessert to complete the meal
Economics, University of Ken The following recipe is from
tucky, the last year assisted 23,"Money Saving Main Dishes",
792 families in improving diets,
22,432 with food preparation,
available at offices of county
34,122 in improving food supor home agents, or the College
uly by making changes in home
of Agriculture and Home Ecofood production, and 3,379 with
nomics, Lexington.
butter and cheese making.
Cheese Fondue
As a result 8,373,974 quarts of
11
/
2 cups milk
fruit, 10,507,140 quarts of vege144 cups bread crumbs
tables, and 1,888,424 quarts of
% cup shredded cheese
meats were reported canned;
1 tablespoon fat
/
1
2 teaspoon salt
3 eggs, separated
Scald the milk over hot water. Add bread crumbs, cheese,
fat and salt. Beat egg yolks,
then add milk mixture. Beat AFTER DEATH SENTENCE —
Tomoya Kawakita (right), AmerDid you serve with the Anti-Aircraft Art11- egg whites until stiff but not
ican-born interpreter in a Japlery in any branch of as Armed Fore's/ dry; fold into mixture.
If so, you can't afford to overlook the apePour into greased baking dish. anese prison camp, sits expresseial opportunities now beLig offered AAA Bake in a moderate oven, 350
ionless in a chair after he was
Veterans by the expanding U. S. Army.
Provided you hold an honorable discharge degrees, for 30 minutes, or un- sentenced to death for treason
since May 12, 1945, and still 4ualify, you til set.
following a trial in Los Angeles.
can enlist directly into the AAA—in aprada
Menu: Cheese fondue, potatoes His
attorney, Morris Levine, comdetermined by your skill and prior sorrier. in cream sauce,
buttered brocco- forts him.
Kawakitz, 28, was
Good jobs are open in 26 spevegetable
rolls,
li,
mixed
salad,
cialties. Many of your old budcharged with brutal treatment of
dies are going back in. Get full butter and baker spiced pears. American prisoners under his
details at your nearest U. 8.
control. He asked the court for
Army and IL S. Air Force Ha
Between 1776 and 1820, a quar- mercy just before sentence was
czuiting Station.
ter of a million Europeans im- pronounced. (AP Wirephoto)
migrated to the United States,
half the number which petured
CAREERS KITH A FUTURE
in each year between 1890 and
1900.

SPECIAL OPENINGS FOR
ANTI-AIRCRAFT VETS I

U. S. Army

COURTHOUSE

PRINCETON, KY,

tis.! Clit'ust

as

Mi. and Mrs. llowaid Pickering and children and Mrs. Tillie
Pickering were guests of Mrs.
W. M. Cartwright Sunday after•
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Teear, of
Dawson Springs, were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Denzil
Orton."
Mrs. J. J. Graham of Oklahoma who halt been visiting relatives of this county has returned home.
Burley tobacco stripping is going on in a big way with some
of our farmers getting ready
for early marketing.
Mrs. Algernon Newsom was
recently in Hopkinsville taking
special treatment for burns she
received in early spring. Skin
grafting treatment she underwent some time ago in a St.
Louis hospital has not proved
altogether satisfactory.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Ralph Berkley
of Princeton were visiting relatives here last week.
The voting people of this community are very little concernxi
cver the coming election, but
we hope the will of the people
will be expressed 100 percent
on election day, Whatever your
point of view may be it's your
duty to express yourself politically on election day.
Glenn White and sister, Mary
Lou, were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Inglis.
Mrs. Omer Cook has been vislems as constipation, weight coniting her daughter, Mrs. Bailey
trol, digestion and diet during
More than 1,000,000 of the land Corley, of Princeton, for last
Pregnancy.
area of 25,700,000 acres in Ken- few days.'
Rev. Henry Rowland and
tucky are publicly owned, ac- daughter
and Mr. and Mrs. Isacording to a bulletin published ac McCormick and children
by the Agricultural Experiment were guests of Mr. and Mrs. WilStation at Lexington. Nearly liam Adams, Sunday.
Miss Thelma Brandon is ab900,000 acres are under federal
sent from school this week on
ownership.
The report lists the use being account of a foot injury sustainmade of publicly owned lands in ed last week.
Mr. Edgar Thompson of New
the state, such as forests, parks,
wild life refuges, reservoirs, air- Mexico, who visited relatives
ports, etc., indicating the acre- here a few weeks a g o, w as
Johnson C i t y,
ages used for such purposes in detained at
Ill., on his way home by sickeach county.
Of the 24,700,000 acres of ness for several days. However,
friends here have been advised
privately owned land, 20,000,000
he made the trip on home and
acres are in farms, the report
was feeling much better after
states, 4,500,000 acres are prinhis long trip.
cipally non-farm woodland or
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Cook
mining properties, and the rest
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
is in cities, villages, rights-ofUrey Cook Sunday afternoon of
way and the like.
last week.
Seventy-four percent of the
Mr. and Mrs. Argie Stevens of
farm land is operated by its
Crayne and Mrs. William Winowners. The proportion of the
ters were in Nashville last Sattotal land area in farms varies
urday and Sunday, and attended
widely, being less than 50 perthe Grand Ole Opry while there.
cent in three counties and 25
Glenn White and sister, Mary
percent or more in 12 counties.
Lou, and Mrs. Howard DeBoe
The bulletin, entitled 'Land
and children, Sue Ellen and
Ownership and Use in Kentucwere guests of Mr. and
1:y," is a joint publication of the Harvey,
Mrs. Dewey Fletcher last SunKentucky Experiment Station
day_ afternoon.
and the Bureau of Agricultural
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Traylor
Economics of the United Statel
and children of Fredonia were
Department of Agriculture. A
visiting friends in this commulimited number of copies may be
nity last Friday.
had by writing the Experiment
Miss Blondell Hale was guest
Station, University of Kentucky,
of her grandparents, Mr. and
I Lexington.
Mrs. J. M. Cook, last Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Parr of
Louisville were weekend visitors of her mother. Mrs. Robbie
Dieting%
ot‘yee
Lowery, and grandparents, Unwithout way
yo.
to
tr,ytt.eluz.41
sew, mew
cle Bob White and wife.
last— a delicious AV
pie•Motir.
:Ior
•
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rodgers
So iii mtCandy bt.."."',...
Mineral
e.''"ntl-e-1:7•'-'''"'7,"—Y=:". ii%,..A
and children attended a birth.
i
;
,
:t
,
:
"
,..
,
.
„..,V...
',Z",,...,-..i
day dinner at G. W. Oden's in
its.
`:;
buw,•"-°.100 ,eloonw...4.1's
*
....Vjgoenraltg
Princeton last Sunday.
uniansrum","
%nom..
on
"."
prove
Rev. Shemevell failed to fill
tteerstroe9oi:,L:......,t
his appointment at Cross Roads
Wt..:,:nt
.r:llsetePm,
Church last Sunday due to
....9.
sickness.
ussa.

means they have to
unfold
Al' -- Swiss postal to insure proper cleandsi
autorities a r e experimenting
with helicopters as a means of
speeding up air mail from prinPur quint eoenforting
hMti
litkeurnstle Pain,,. Oetting up Inc
cipal post offices to airports.
mily.
cloudy urine, Imitating
Tests already have been Niches under eyes, and yy..4.,
molten
atill
Se son-organic and boo
made in Zurich and further ex- alSdder
mineral,
troubles, try
cs.
periments are planned in Lau- SItteisetion or moonycroft.
back
,
sanne and Bern. In Bern, flights rour drUggist fat Cyllea (oda:.
will be made from the roof of
one of the postoffice buildings
to Th in and Biel.

Try Helicopters

Ark Sails Pacific
Hong Kung --- Al' -- Carry
ing a cargo of leopards, monkeys and King Cobras, the APL
liner President Tyler is on its
way to the United States. Included in the floating zoo are
panthers, wild cats, lemurs, pythorts and 30,000 tropical fish.
In charge of the animals is
William Carew Redfield who is
accompanying them to Los Angeles.

--

AC K AC

The average adult opossum
Laundry men prefer that you
weighs nine pounds and is about do not fold your soiled sheets
the size of a house cat. He likes and other flatwork prior to putto make his home in hollow logs. ting them in the bag. It just

LENBARRY
GETS
TIP

AROUND
IN THE

CIRCLES

4

i

Many other small articles.

J. C. HUMPHRIES
Cadiz, Ky.

(4%

v..
#41i
los abis

•

WOOD DRUG ST()11E

Wm. M. YOUNG
All
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

GET THAT ROOF READY FOR WINTER!
PURE ASPHALT ROOF COATING
PLASTIC ROOF COATING
ALUMINIZED ROOF COATING
ALUMINUM PAINT

75c per gal
15 per lb.
2.85 per gal
4.95 per gal

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"

CALL US - --WE ARE PAINT PEOPLE

Fold grated cheese or finely
chopped parsley into a puffy
omelet for a flavor change.
Serve with crisp potato sticks
(packaged) and a green salad.
Add hot biscuits, homemake preserves and coffee for a delicious
easily-prepared supper.

Notice Of Sale
Of Real Estate
To settle the estate of Lyman M.\ Woner, deceased, I will
be at the office of the county
court clerk in the town of
Princeton, and receive bids in
the following described real estate consisting of ninety-one
acres of timber land located 9
mi. east of Princeton on Mt
Ilebron Road, % mi. East of
school house in Caldwell
County.
Date of sale, Friday October
22, 1948 at 2:00 p.m.
Harley Regenos, Claypool,
Indiana, Attorney-in-fact 2tp

When Your
Back Hurts'
And Your Strength and
Energy la Below Par
It may be cowed by dleorder of kidney function that permit. poisonous
wears to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and mil...ruble
when the kidneys fail to remove miner
acids and othet woes matter from the
blood.
You may ruder nagging backache,
rheumatic pawn, heads, hr., diminme
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning in another sign that something is wrong with
the kidney, or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. Ilme
Dorm'. Pills. It Is better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on nutlet hing 1w.. favoraidy
known Pocan'• hnve boon tried and lest.
mogny roars Aro at all drug storm.
t.,.,
• 1,•,.,i.

DOAN'S PILLS

YOUR HEATER

Oil Heate

II

The famous Allen, P
fection and Segiler

to,,,raos

Modern in appearan
keep even tempe
lures during cold wea
er . , . All type for a
size home.

Coal Heate
voitlfiR
Scallop-circled
hips...a Chinese
upstart of a collar
...high fashion for
Fall '481 lenbarry
designed this dress
in Burlington's new
Market Square
rayon crepe—In
Finesse( deep Turquoise), Jolly Red,.
Bowling Green,
leather or Grey
Smoke. Sizes 10 to
18.

At 10 o'clock A. M.

Lose ileitht

BUY

Save one-third to
half on your fuel bill

OCTOBER 19th

4 milk cans
1 bull
7 brood sows to farrow
38 hogs, average 120 lbs.
1 saddle mare
1 mowing machine
1 sweep rake
2 single plows
2 double shovels
2 milking machines,
electric or gas
300 bales alfalfa hay
1 farm wagon

WINTER

FOR EVERY HOME

OLD GRIGSBY FARM

10 milk cows
All kinds dairy equipment
1 sow and 9 pigs
1 boar
2 work mules
1 7-year-old horse
1 new hay rake
2 turning plows
1 cultivator
1 AA harrow
1 disc harrow
1 set wagon harness
Several sets plow gear

DON'T WAIT
FOR

NOW!

Land Ownership,
Use In Kentucky

3 Miles East of Cadiz

HEATER

BEST

Auction Sale!
AT THE

At JORDAN'S

$14.95

CIRCULATORS
or MAGAZINE
TYPES
Magazine heater
fire brick lining
fire over night.

59.95 up
Other type heaters
low as $29.95

,a

Ladies'Ztore
The Exclusive
Hopkinsville

JORDAN
FURNITURE C•

FOR SALE
NEW--New J I Case Model S Tractor Plow and Disc.
Two,3-12 Bottom J I Case Plows
Two,6'Disc Harrows(J I Case)
One,8' J I Case Disc Harrow
Three, 7' Tractor Mowers
One, 16" - 1 bottom plow
Three Cultivators For VAC Tractor
Two,2 - bottom, 12" Mounted Plow for VAC
One, J I Case, two-row Corn Planter.

USED --One, used Oliver Row-Crop 70 with plow, disc
and cultivator... A real buy.

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
Phcke 242

GET
NE
SER
THE
GES

THE

PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Before you, Mr. Employer, is a man who fought on the beachheads of Tarawa or Anzio, who flew over bomb-gutted
Tokio or fought in the Coral Sea. He is one of hundreds of thousands who marched in the Purple Heart Parade. Today, he is an American looking for a job. Behind him are the hardships and dangers of war, the weary months in the
hospital, and the long days of training for employment. Ahead of him is a future that is in your hands. What you do
with his future is important to him, and to you!

MAN WANTED—We weed hard-hitting veterans. We've hired many of them
since V-J day. It pays off. Some aren't the same physically as they were before a
Kamikaze attack of Okinawa, a shell burst below Casino, or flak and flame over
Kasserine Pass. Some have lost an arm or leg or eye. Others have hidden disabilities. But we have found these disabilities are not handicaps when we place
them properly. Their efficiency and productive ability have saved us mony. We
need more workers of this type. We will continue to hire them throughout the
year.

HELP WANTED—We'd like that job you have, Mr. Employer. There're more
than a quarter of a million of us either actively looking for work or soon to leave
hospitals or finish our training. There are many jobs we can fill capably. We know
that surveys show that our fellow disabled veterans have been as efficient on the
job as other workers, that they have had fewer accidents and have been reliable
workers. We've put away that Purple Heart. Today we'll take our chances on that
job you've got. We think you need us and we know we need you. We'll get your
work done. And while we're doing that we'll pay for our homes and raise our
families.

JORDAN
NITURE (0,
inc,,,,oratec
pkinsville, KY

GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR
NEAREST STATE EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE OFFICE FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND SUGGESTIONS.

Department of Economical
Security

Division Of Employment
Service
706-710 South Virginia St.
Ky.

Princeton Creamery
Sula And Eliza Nall
Mitchell Implement Co.
Rowland Motor Co.
Morgan's
Arnold's
Sears Order Office

Robinson Implement Co.
Stewart Oil Co.
G. Homer Brown
Steger Lumber Yard
B. N. Lusby Co.
Hodge Motor Sales
Corner Drug Store

A. H. Templeton
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Melvin Fralick
Princeton Steam Laundry
Dot's Drive-In
Mark Cunningham, Agent

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Barkley To Use
Planes In Final
State Vote Drive
Party Of 14 Will Be
Flown To Several
Rallies; To Close
At Paducah
Louisville, Oct. 13 - Senator
Alben W. Barkley will bring his
airborne campaign for the Democratic ticket into Kentucky for
seven major speeches scheduled
in late October.
Kentucky Campaign Chairman Edward F. Settler, announced Senator Barkley, candidate
for Vice-President, will speak
at Ashland, Middlesboro, Pikeville, Hazard, Covington, Louisville and Paducah.
Seiller said in order for Senator Barkley to make as many
addresses as possible in his
homecoming campaign he has
arranged for a three-plane fleet
to pick up the campaign party
at larger airports and take it to
towns on the itinerary which
cannot accomodate the party's
DC-3 plane.
The campaign manager said
the planes will pick up the party of 14, including reporters, at
Ashland, October 20, after the
speech there at 7:30 p.m., October 19. Then the party will
be taken to Middlesboro, from
where the Senator Will go to
Pikeville for an afternoon a
dress, then to Covington. f
rally and address at pig
1i keep
Senator Barkley
gagements,
some out-of-state
New York,
in Baltimore a
to Kentucky,
before return'

e In And Hear
The Latest

RECORDS
Just A Little Lovin'
Twelfth St. Rag
Underneath The Arches
You Call Everybody Darlin'
Hair Of Gold
Forever Is Ending Today
Seaman's Blues
Crazy Boogie
Baby Don't Be Mad At Me
Maybe You'll Be There
Love Somebody
Until
Tree In The Meadow

PRINCETON MUSIC CO.
(In rear of Woodall's Office)
COME IN NOW

Favorable Harvest
Weather Assures
Big Crop Volume

Classified Ads

h's,
MEN'S STAR BRAND WORK
RawielS Ill.Dept KYI 89"09
3tp
Freeport,
and DRESS SIIOES. Quality
slioes that give Service. No Complete line of rubber /outwear to fit every member of
higher in price than inferior
the family from size 5 baby
New Record Production
off brand shoes. $4.49 to
size to 11 men's size. Feder$10.95. Federated Stores. ltc
Be Set This
To
ltc
ated Stores.
Dept. Of
Year,
Are your headlights 0. XI If
qualnot, we can give you a perfect FOR MONUMENTS: Good
Reports
Agriculture
ity, good workmanship, see W.
job with the BEAR HEADBy Agib0,,AILl, PHI111
)
,
Phone
St.
Main
W.
Allen,
R.
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER hariFavorable
Washington
tfc
Ky.
Princeton,
6984.
a job that will meet state re-vest-time weather virtually has
quirements. Hodge M o t or TWO USED STOVES for sale. assured the nation a crop volIte
Sales. Phone 87.
Each will heat small house or ume this year topping the 1948
apartment. One in excellent record by 8 percent, the AgriculFOR RENT: 3 furnished rooms
condition, one fair.. Pipe for tural Department reported this
ltp
and bath. Call 50.
both. Can be seen at Leader week.
FOR SALE: 30 acres good land.
the
office.
Featuring the bumper output
2 mile north of Fredonia,
1
/
is a precedent-breaking core,
bred
Also
SALE:
FOR
HAY
Ky., on gravel road. 22 acres
crop that will enable farmers to
1.0.C. gilts. George Gray. Day
in cultivation. 258 acres in
increase production of meats,
phone I78-J. Night phone 2411.
(Gallitin county) Illinois, good
poultry produc's.
2tp dairy, and
farm land, stripping coal
The big crops already have
vein. Near oil field. 200 acres
caused some declines in . prices
SEAT COVERS
in cultivation. J. W. Tedford, Guaranteed not to rip or fade. raid to farmers - particularly
3tp. For your car or truck. Instal- for grains and oil seed crops.
Marion, Ky.
Corn was estimated at 3 567,Thermo Anti-Freeze, $1.50 /gal, lation by experts at no extra
cost. Hodge Motor ana Imple- 955,000 bushels, an increase of
Monarch Battery-to fit all
ment Company. Phone V. tic ribout 39,000,000 bushels over
cars-written guarantee, $10.95
of a menth ago.
to $14.95 exch. Odd size Old line insurance company has the forecast
This tops the 1946 record crop
uarantee.
(
Ix
TIRES, written
Princeman
opening for debit
by 10 percent and is nearly 11
2
/
Get our prices. Automatic"
ton and surrounding territory. times.
was ' g ' machine,
gasoline
Average salary $60.00 a week
The department said the corn
l" 279-W. Bill's
$162.50. Ca.P
to start. Must be over 26 crop now is safe from damagltc
Auto As ociate Store.
years of age, married, own ing frost. In fact, it said, a frost
automobile and able to fur- would be welcome in many
: Large Warm MornFOR
nish cash bond. References re- areas to stop growth and proing type heating stove in
Answer in own hand- mote curing so that picking may
quired.
d condition. Georgia Dalwriting giving address a n d begin on a large scale.
It
ton, 104 Cox St.
phone number. Address P. 0.
Other late-growing cr op s,
2tp
PIANOS - RADIOS-ORGANS
Box 378, Princeton.
such as soybeans and buckwheat,
- SOLOVOX. Top quality,
also matured with only negligiBATTERIES
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
ble frost damage.
for
guarantee
written
a
With
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Looking ahead to next year's
your car, truck or tractor. Get
52tp
Ph. 652-M.
our price. Hodge Motor and crop, the Department reported
WANTED: Company Representa- Implement Company. Phone grain - particularly wheat, rye,
tive will be in your city soon
tic and oats - made progress last
87.
month.
to talk to men and women who
This report came as D. A.
want a profitable Rawleigh FOR SALE: Remington Automatic. 11 model 12 guage im- Fitzgerald, chief of the Food Dibusiness. Big demand now proved cycinder bore, 26 in. vision of the Economic Co-operalarge profits. Write at once.
Factory condition. $100. Tom tion Administration, predicted
Oatober 23, for three more adltp Europe will continue to require
Cash, Jr. Phone 391.
dresses. The DC-3 will land at
OR TRADE for large quantities of United States
SELL
WILL
Knoxville where the party will
place in town, my place on grain from 1949 crops.
be picked up by the three-plane
He emphasized, however, that
iHopkinsville Road. See or
fleet and flown into Hazard for
call Leo Walker, Phone 211.- actual exports will be governed
a rally set for 11 a.m. (EST)
Itp largely by the amount of rnmey
W.
and then to Pikeville for anthe next Congress appropriates
other address scheduled for 1:30 Modern home for sale. Four for foreign relief. Fitzgerald
(EST). The planes will then
rooms and bath with electric made his forecast at a farm-outtake off with the Barkley camwater heater, furnace and look conference of economists
paign party for Louisville where
winter's coal. At 508 Maple from state agricultural colleges.
a gala reception and Democratic
2tp
Ave. Phone 726-W.
The crop report put all wheat
rally is planned for 8 p.m. at
at 1,283,770,000 bushels, a negliTIRES
Memorial Auditorium.
gible reduction from a month
Settler said Senator Barkley With a written guarantee for car ago. This figure compares with
price
our
Get
tractor.
or
truck
will close the Democratic camHodge Motor and Implement last year's record of 1,364,919,paign with an address to a Demtic 000, and a 10-year average of
Company. Phone 87.
ocratic rally in Paducah election
942,623,000.
eve, November 1. He also said Kennedy and Stalling - ElectThis year's indicated record
arrangements are being made to
rical contractors; REA wiring outturn includes, besides the
broadcast this closing speech on
a specialty. Work guaranteed. big corn crop, record producall radio stations in Kentucky, Phone 3654 or 541-W.
tic tion of soybeans, peanuts, pein addition to a nation-wide racans, and cranberries; near-recComplete line of rubber footdio hookup.
ord crops of wheat, oats, flaxwear to fit every member of
seed, rice, sorghum grain, dry
the family from size 5 baby
beans, and zitrus fruits, and
size to 11 men's sizes. Federated Stores.
ltc

STYLE
SERVICE
SATISFACTION

Ohioan Sets Record With
10 Caubarian Births
Toledo - Al'- Mrs. William
Shriver, 37, gave birth to her
10th child by Caesarian operation Monday, setting a record
in world medical history, her
physician reported.
The child, a four-pound tenounce daughter; was born here
Saturday.
The attending physician who
declined use of his name, said
the previous record was nine
Caesarian births.
A case of a woman having
nine Caesarian babies was reported In the January, 1940, issue of .the Journal of Obstetric(
and Gynecology.
All of Mrs. Shriver's previous
children are living. They range
from 17 to 2 years old.

Notice
All persons interested in disease control and prevention of
farm animals and poultry, insect and fungus control on
plants, are invited to attend a
meeting in the Caldwell County Court House October 20 at
720.
and outstanding
Two new
pictures will be shown. This
program will not go over a
two hour period. All persons
interested are urged to be on
hand at 7:30 promptly.
This picture can mean thousands of dollars to you, all this
infermation given to you by
the dr'ffiggists of Princeton. You
are cordially invited to attend.
Your druggist in Princeton. ltc
End Jack McConville is the
lone Ohio representative on the
Villanova football squad.
head coach, directed the Kan
sas Jayhawkers to two Big Six
co-championships.
above-average crops of cotton,
barley, hay. potatoes, 'ohacco,
sugar cane, sugar beets, hops,
grapes, cherries, peaches, a n d
apricots.
A bontiful supply of fall vegetables-about one seventh more
than last year-was said to be
in prospect.
The Department said goodgrain production continues at a
near-record level. Harvest of oil
seeds-soybeans, peanuts, and
flaxseed-proceeded under favorable comitions, bearing out
earlier prospects for a record
volume of these crops.
Milk production a cow continued at a record rate during
September, the Department said.
But with milk-cow numbers the
lowest in 18 years, total production of milk during the month
was 1 percent less than in 1947
and the smallest for the month
Since 1930. Egg production, m
the other hand, was up 5 percent from the same month last
year.

SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
and accessories for
your
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im
plement Company. Phone 87
tic

Thursday, Ortober 14,19

,a11111.61112Grover Cleveland Alexander
holds the National League record for shutouts. Hp turned in
16 with the Phillies in 1916.
--P22.22)
*02 Am*.
For a quick dessert fry ba
Agricul
The
-Washington
nanas In a fritter batter end
lure Department Tuesday fore serve sprinkled with confeccast production of 1,820,000,000 tionalr's sugar, cinnamon and
pounds of tobacco this year, with a dab of sweetened whip2,108,000,000 ped cream.
compared w it is
pounds last year and 2,332,000(100, the record, in 1946.
The crop of Flu -Cured tobacco is estimated at 1,032,000,000 pounds, compared with 1,317,000,000 in 1947. Marketing
of. Type 12 is practically over
and more than two-thirds of
Type 12 production has been
sold.
The Burley crop is placed,at
508,000,000 pounds, about five
percent higher than last year
but much below the record 1948
crop when 614,000,000 pounds
were harvested.
Ideal weather conditions prevailed throughout the season in
the mountain areas of Virginia,
North Carolina and Tennessee
as well as most of Kentucky.
The production of Fire-Cured
tobacco is indicated at 69,100,000
pounds and compares with 85,800,000 produced last year.
Dark Air-Cured tobacco production is placed at 34,000,000
pounds, about nine percent below last year's crop.

Tobacco Crop Is
Smaller Than '41

JOHN E. YOUNG

rackers Sunshine Krispy, lb.

SWANS DOWN INSTANT

16 sax

k.

('ardinal, red sour pitted
19 oz. can

25c

Our Favorite

Apple Sauce

19 oz. can
Value Brand, cut, extra standard

10c

19 oz. can]7V2C

Wisconsin, full cream

Daisy Cheese

lb

56c

19 oz. can.

15c

26c
10c
5„,z can 16c
42c

Lapel, early June
20 oz. can

Salad Dressing
32c
Blackeyed Peas 19 oz. can 15c
16 oz. jar

Brown's Valley

Holmes

SWEATERS

16 oz. can

Hi Ho Sunshine,

by
RUGBY - WILSON BROS.
Coats, Pullovers and Sleeveless Stlye -- V and
Crew Necks - - Solids and Fancy

WOOD BROS.
DAD 'N LAD STORE

See

ter

MR. JACKSON
%Olan Mills Studio
Princeton Hotel

1A.
lb.

1 2c
lb.28/
5 lb. bag

48c

April Showers

Asparagus
Lima Beans

21c

164, oz. can

Scott ( ounty, dried

19 oz. can

12c

3 pkgs. for

25c

Red Cross Macaroni, or

Spaghetti

KEWPIE, GOLDEN BANTAM

19c

Cranberry Sauce,9„, 19c
221 2C
Fruit Cocktail
13c
Hominy
ran

HUNT'S

were coaw.arded to
for canning, Billy
corn, and James R.
dairy
third prize winne
Lana Sue Stevens,
Jo Lester, room im
Billy Jones, farm
Seymore, gard
no competition
frozen foods.
county winners
over radio
.at the regular horn
Tuesday m
oadcast Tuesday
members were
at lunch by the H
Croryu
therde lia
ud
inc-1S
'Chain
Dorothyagents.Gentry,

Winners Get
For Projects
. winners fro
ly 900 comp
of • Caldiiiell
is well* allirded
k as champions
projects for th
it was announced

16 oz. can

Boone Co., 29 oz. can

S

ARMOI

Corn Beef Hash

16 oz. ran

39c

College Inn

„ 47c

Chicken a la King
MID SUMMER, HALVES

Pe

aches heavy syrup, 2901 can

25c

Honey Dew

Peas

Alaska, four sieve, 19 oz. (-an

14c

Gold Craft

Peanut Butter

aghomeen
Vandiver,
o
agent.
were chosen
of achievements i
record books,
the year and ha
isagago
the

16 oz. jar

33c

the
wc,

Wallace,

33c

BIG lloY

Garden.

21c

Vegetable Souo„
Underwood

Deviled Ham

oz can 20c

Johnson's

Liquid Wax
Matches

Pint cap 59c

W.wasjrl
capturing b
Beef
is
Captured firs
elC3aYtwd
pittB
Fair,
lueera.en and
d
4 the Farm Burr
the District F
yeetrephsur
doni
t sioiw
ntrfrniienpcotrnatzerh

/Cr

Fire Chief, 6 boxes
Hopkinsville

Choice Center

Pork Roast

it,. 55c

Pork Chops

lb

59c

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Florida

trim tailoring with distinctive styling
to give you • double-duty dress
designed for living round-the-clock.
Of fine rayon crepe in charcoal black with
a detachable white rayon satin vestee.
Half sixes.

Sula and Eliza Nall
.suori 4

pr,jriineaetoton
uatstdaRein
ndnti

Is Association

Red California

O
deftly combines

l •
n
a
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; rMiterdyi'ra 1D:aspitwerinyl el:
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Lady Betty, 16 02. can

Sandwich Spread

annual

:
g
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oua
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n

MEAT SPECIALS
Rib or Loin End

Two young ladies, two
young men, ages 18-35
free to travel, must be
neat of appearance and
furnish references.
Top salaries and commissions paid, transportation furnished.

1 2c
/
14c
55c

can12

Brook's, hot

'Opening- -.
Style, Service and Satisfaction are important in a suit.
That's why you will enjoy Style-Mart suits in worsted,
coverts and gabardines.

10c

LADY BETTY

Gulf Light, lg. 7 oz. can

Are Yours in STYLE-MART Suits

12c
19c

46 oz ran

in oil No

Oleomargarine
Omega Flour

__fancy, whole kernel, 19 oz. can

434 oz. can

Sardines
Spaghetti
Shrimp

My Choice

STOKELY

raut Maze, Wisconsin, 29 oz. can

Peas

25c

29-oz. cans

Corn

whole Kernel, 19 oz. can

Treasure Bay

Ireland

Pumpkin
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3 lbs. $1.12

26c
C
Pie Crust Mix.ss,„„e,„,,,19c
White Cake Mix
35C

Farm Brand, amt. 12 oz. jar
1ZI;as„.Indiana fancy

FOR SALE: Fire, Windstorm.
and Automobile Insurance; at
noticeable savings to you, and
with highest-rated insurance
companies. Cummins Insur-'
ance Agency and Real Estate.
"Over Wood's Drug Store.
ltc
Phone 5204.

Princeton, Ky.

Tel. 25

lb. 39c

Oysters
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The Coffee With The Wonderful Flavor

Tomato Juice
K
Potted Meat
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jasagnly
Jacquelin,

LOVING CUP COFFEE

Green Beans

ip awards from
district

tile champion, and
, isnwsucthineehircahscalasspmnp
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01

Southern Bell Telephone Company can now install extension
telephones on la current basis,
R. C. Tuck, group manager, announced this week. Mr. Tuck
said the announcement was being made in response to many
inquiries being received by the
company regarding the availability of extension telephones.

Turnip Greens
Jelly

44,teaiit
VOGUE

• is

Extension Telephones
Again Available Here

orn

*

Champions

eillla ha n pions
i ng,CattIe,She
tmne
caehmewith
kinsviiiiouny4-H
Swine

Also 3 small dwellings in
Princeton, Ky.

La Home

FOR SALE One of the nicest
dwellings located on Hopkinsville St., Princeton. Priced
right. Cummins Insurance Agency and Real Estate. Phone
ltc
520-J.

77

4-H'ers
lop Awards
istrict Meet

Permanent improvements, gravel
road, located near Crider, Ky.

Kent Farm

FOR SALE: 1 - Model B John
Deere tractor,' 1948 model; 1 Model H John Deere tractor;
1 - 1946 Nash automobile; I 2 ton truck. Rob/
1947 GMC 11
inson Imp. Co.

firvaT 1411ZE A
commUNITY IsipNs

Deo

Ofy

$6,000

Tomato Catsup II„z
C

WANTED: Experienced automobile mechanic. Robinson Imp.
2tc
Co. Phone 1274.

A tablespoon of
teed may be addedprepared
to boo
of cream sauce when
is to be used for co.,
tables; dust wit/
papnita
serving.

EP

125 Acre Farm

Cherries

(7)

Printing
oi

FOR SALE!

Naas

MEN'S Long Horsehide COATS
all around belt. Nice tan colors. Front quarted prime leathers. Save $4 on this fine
coat. ' Only $23.50. Also 26in. Horsehide Jacket at $22.50.
26-in. Capeskin Jackets, $12.98.
ltc
Federated Stores.

Apple fritters make
accompaniment for
lain. Serve with
if desired.

ranges juicy, sun ripe
Stayman, U. S. No. 1,

Apples
'

lb 10c
2t
/
81

large and red
lb.
10 lb. mesh bar. 69e

G

rapes sweet and tasty,

Solid

Turnips

good flavor

lb

Listen to 'Bing Sings" Daily.p/SON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M
WV.IS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR
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